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ABSTRACT

Eight paperscontributed by the Lincoln Laboratory Weather SensingGroup to the
American Meteorological Society’s 16th Conference on SevereLocal Storms, to be held
October 22-26, 1990 in Kananaskis Provincial Park, Alberta, Canada, are compiled in
this volume. The FAA sponsored the summer 1989 field test of the Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar (TDWR) system in Kansas City, Missouri to detect wind shear aviation
hazardsat or near the airport. The papersare basedon data collected through the summer
1989 field test and on subsequentanalysesand product evaluation.
The staff members of Group 43, Weather Sensing, have documented their studies
of the following topics: a severemicroburst; a prototype microburst prediction product;
average summer microburst threat prediction at an airport; microburst asymmetry; the
effect of radar viewing angle on the performance of the gust front detection algorithm; a
comparison of Low-Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS) anemometer-measured
winds and Doppler-measured winds; and ASR-9 (Airport Surveillance Radar) adjustment
of range-dependent storm reflectivity levels. The final paper is an invited paper for the
Conference on microbursts. This paper discussesthe precipitation-driven downdraft and
the downdraft associated with the “vortex,” or gust front, at the leading edge of an
expanding thunderstorm outflow as two primary forms of low altitude downdraft
phenomenain the microburst problem.
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and the intensity and trend of mid- and upper-level features
such as anticyclonic rotation and upper-level divergence.
2.3.

Liouid Water Based Measures

The averagevertically integrated liquid water (VIL)
was estimated at a 45 dBZ contour using a prototype algorithm based on Greene and Clark (1972). The volume of
integration was the three-dimensional structure based on
the 45 dBZ storm boundary (Figure 6) which is recognized
by the TDW microburst detection algorithm as described
in Merritt et al, (1989). The integration method uses a vol-

.L

Figure 6. An example of a the reflectivity
their centroids, and the resulting CGZ.

regions found in a cloud,

ume weighted averageof estimated liquid water content in
the two-dimensional (tilt) regions followed by midpoint integration in elevation. The averageVIL (as shown in Figure
7b) is then calculatedby dividing the massby the cell’s area.
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Figure 7. (a) Velocity Difjerential and Altitude of Center of Mass
(CGZ) @ 45dBZ contour vs. ATime (‘b) VIL (@45 dBZ contour)
vs ATime for Claycomo, Missouri microburst on July 30, 1989.
T=O is 084828 UT.

The altitude of the center of mass (CGZ) shown in Figure
7a was estimatedat the 45 dBZ contour. As shown in Figure
6, 45 dBZ regions whch overlap are associatedtogether by
the TDWR microburst detection algorithm. The CGZ is calculated as follows:

(-GZ=

cMizi
CMi

where Mr are the massesof the individual regions and Zr
are their altitudes, with i denoting the particular region. Becausethe regions actually representa wedgeshapedsection
of space,this doesnot give a true center of gravity (the estimate will always be low), but it is a good first-order estimate.
Figure 8 is a time series of contour plots of this
storm’s reflectivity. Figure 8a is 11” PPIs which were selected to reveal the storm structure at 5 km AGL. Figures
8b and 8c are time seriesof synthesizedRHIs at two different azimuths in the storm which shift in order to track significant features at different times. Figure 8d is the FL-2 radial velocity differential through the surface outflow plotted
to the same time scale.
By examining this figure we can see that this was
a complex multicell storm. The pulses in surface velocity
differential can be associatedwith distinct sub-eventsin the
storm evolution. Cell growth appearedon the westernflank
while cells collapsed to the east. The center of divergence
was closely correlated in both time and spaceto the collapsing cells.
The TDWR microburst detection algorithm associates all of these sub-events into one large event becauseof
the high reflectivity of the cells and their close proximity.
The CGZ product wasnot able to resolveall of thesesub-events, but it doesshow a pulsing behavior before eachmajor
pulse in the surface outflow, with descentsat times -6, 13,
21, and 37 minutes. These descentsprecededthe surface
velocity differential with mean lead times of 2.5 minutes for
pulse onset and 7.5 minutes for pulse peak. We believe the
increasesin CGZ prior to the descentswere causedby 1)
formation of new precipitation aloft and 2) a loss of precipitation loading from the bottom of the storm from a previous
cell’s collapse. The descentsof CGZ were made apparent
by their preceding increases; it is not clear whether CGZ
would be effective in identifying these sub-events, and thus
anticipating pulses in velocity, in other multicell storms.
The averageVIL reached its peak 3 minutes before
the peak outflow. It doesnot appearto be a good predictor
for the timing of the pulses in this microburst. However,
it was a good predictor of the strength of these pulses. The
VIL values calculated at the beginning of each core descent
(as sensedby CGZ descent)were 12, 19, 25, and 27 kg/m2.
The peaksof the subsequentdivergencepulseswere 18,20,
3
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Figure 8. (a) Time seriesof 11’ PPIs with contours at 45 and 50 dBZ. Solid areas are above 55 dBZ.
(b) and (c) synthetic RHIs at selected azimuths through the storm. The contours and time scale are the same as in the PPIs
shown in (a).
(d) FL-2 surface velocity differential magnitude (m/s) plotted to the same time scale.

25 and 38 m/s. Thus, higher VL values were associated
with greater surface velocity differentials.
2.4.

Aircraft

Figure 9 is a plot showingAV and AVIAR throughout
the life cycle of the microburst. It can be seenfrom this plot
that the maximum AV/AR was not coincident with the time
of maximum AV. The event pulsed a number of times prior
to dissipation. In fact, the AV of the outflow was greater
with each subsequentpulse.
An assessmentof how this microburst would have
affectedan aircraft’s performancecanbe madeby considering the F-factor, a derived quantity which characterizesthe
effect of a wind shear encounter on the flight performance
of an aircraft as a function of AVIAR. Targ and Bowles
(1988) define the F-factor as:
Dvx
F=

;

Dvz
COSY +

Dt
g

sir0

_ -W

TAS

Figure 9. AVIAR(m/s per km) and AV (m/s) vs. ATime (min.)
(FL.-2) for the Claycomo, Missouri microburst on July 30, 1989.
T=O is 084828 UT. The heavy vertical line indtcates the time of
maximum surfaceoutflow.

where y is the flight path angle, TAS is tlie true air speed
of the aircraft, g is the gravitational constantof acceleration,
and W is the vertical wind velocity. The substantial derivative with respectt6 time is given by:

4

3.
Dv,
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Sv,
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St

+ Vh---
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+ v,-
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where Vr, is the horizontal componentof the aircraft velocity, V, is the vertical componentof the aircraft velocity, and
Gvddxand 8v,/dz are the horizontal and vertical components
of the wind, respectively,along the flight path of the aircraft.
Assuming a “frozen” wind field in time, stable flight
(r = 0), and Vh = TAS, the F-factor ,is approximated by:
8x

TAS

W

8X

F=

In a paper by Elmore and Sand’(1989),F-factor was plotted
as a function of AV/AR for 39 microbursts. In their analysis,
a TAS of 75 m/s was used in the space-to-time conversion
from AVIAR to Dv,/Dt. W is estimated from a sine wave
model of divergent outflow. An F-factor of 0.13 is said to
be the nominal value for aircraft performanceto be marginal for level flight.
In the case of the Claycomo microburst, the maximum AV/AR of 12.2 m/s per km would correspond to an
F-factor of 0.186, significantly abovethe hazard threshold
of 0.13 (indicated by the horizontal line in Figure 10). Figure 10 is a plot of F-factor throughout the life history of
the microburst. It can be seen that the F-factor peaked
above the hazard threshold five separate times and remained above this threshold for four minutes at the time
of maximum AV. The maximum AV/AR of 14.1 m/s per km
as seenby the UND radar (not plotted) would correspond
to an F-factor of 0.21(X in figure lo), a considerablehazard
to an aircraft penetrating the outflow. This is comparable
to the F-factor calculated for a hazardousmicroburst windshear on July 11, 1988 at Denver’s Stapleton Airport
(Schlickenmaier, 1989). Due to scanning strategy, UND
data is only available from 093115UT through 094307UT
(41 to 47 minutes).

-CONCLUSION

On July 30, 1989, a strong multicell thunderstorm
near Claycomo, Missouri produced a microburst with a
maximum differential. velocity of 45 m/s. This was the
strongestmicroburstobserved-during the 1989 data collection seasonin Kansas City. The microburst was preceded
by mid- and upper-level velocity features as well as a descendinghigh reflectivity core. For this case,each surface
velocity differential pulse was preceded by a descent in
CGZ. The averageVIL at the beginning of the CGZ descent
was a good predictor of the ranking of the surface velocity
differential pulse magnitudes. An analysisof the maximum
AVIAR and F-factor revealed that this microburst would
have been a considerablehazard to an aircraft penetrating
the outflow.
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A PROTOTYPE MICROBURST PREDICTION PRODUCT FOR THE TERMINAL DOPPLER WEATHER RADAR *
Steven D. Campbell and Mark A. Isaminger
Lincoln Laboratory
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology
244 Wood Street
Lexington, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1.

(1988) to describe the storm evolution prior to a microburst
outflow. The model for high reflectivity microbursts developed by Roberts and Wilson (1989) encompassesthe vast
majority of KansasCity microbursts. In this model, the combination of an increasing radial convergence at or’ near
cloud-base and a descending reflectivity core was deemed
a good radar indicator of a downdraft. The presenceof rotation or reflectivity notches in combination with either of the
above features was also considered a microburst precursor.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describesa prototype microburst prediction product for the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar
(TDWR). The prediction product was evaluated for microbursts observed during the spring and summer of 1989 at
Kansas City. Results are presented demonstrating reliable
prediction of high reflectivity microbursts of at least 15 m/s
outflow intensity from single-Doppler radar data. The ability
of the algorithm to predict microbursts approximately five
minutes prior to the onset of surface outflow could be used
to improve air traffic control (ATC) planning and to improve
hazard warning time to pilots. In particular, this product
could allow aircraft to avoid an impending microburst hazard, rather than penetrating it.

The characteristics of a typical Kansas City microburst producing cell were determined based on an examination of radar data for 18 events reaching a magnitude of 15
m/s or greater. As shown in Table 1, the most reliable feature
was a descendinghigh reflectivity core, which was observed
in over 90% of the cases.Cyclonic rotation, anticyclonic rotation, convergence, and upper divergence were observed in
three-quarters of the events. Kansas City microbursts were
just as likely to be precededby rotation and upper divergence
as convergence.

The present TDWR microburst recognition algorithm uses features aloft such as reflectivity cores and convergenceto recognize microburst precursors. The algorithm
uses precursors to make a microburst declaration while the
surface outflow is still weak, thereby improving the hazard
warning time (Campbell, 1989). The microburst prediction
product is an extension of the algorithm to predict microbursts from these precursor signatures.The prototype prediction product is tuned to predict the high reflectivity microbursts typical of humid regions of the United States.

The lead times from Table 1 were used to develop
a conceptual model for the evolution of a typical KansasCity
microburst. In the early stage of development, an updraft is
indicated by the upper-level divergence at T-9 (i.e., nine
minutes prior to the surface outflow initially reaching 10
m/s). At T-7, rotation is first observed in the cell at mid-levels. The reflectivity core descendsat T-5 minutes, shortly
after convergenceis apparent within the core.

The paper begins by reviewing conceptual models
for microburst development and comparing them to the observed characteristics of Kansas City microbursts. The prototype prediction product is then described, and performance
statistics are presented. Finally, failure mechanisms and future work are discussed.
2.

Of the features aloft observed, the descendingreflectivity core was the most reliable indicator of downdraft
onset. The lead time for the observation of descendingcores
had a standard deviation of 2.3 minutes. There was greater
variability in the lead time for the mid- and upper-level velocity features, with standard deviations ranging from 4.7 to
5.7 minutes.

MICROBURST PRECURSORS

Researchin Colorado (Fujita and Wakimoto, 1983,
Roberts and Wilson, 1989, and Biron and Isaminger, 1989),
Oklahoma @Its, 1987), and Alabama (Isaminger, 1987)
identified precursors to microbursts such as descending reflectivity cores, mid-level rotation and convergence,reflectivity notches, upper-level divergence and lower-level divergence. Conceptual models were developed by Fujita and
Wakimoto (1983), Roberts and Wilson (1989), and Campbell

3.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The microburst recognition algorithm relies on the
ability of the TDWR to scan both at the surface for microburst outflows and aloft in the parent cloud for features associated with microbursts, as shown in Figure 1 (Campbell,
1988). Features aloft associated with microbursts include
high reflectivity cores, mid-level convergenceand rotation,
and upper-level divergence.Thesefeatures aloft can be used

“The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation
Administration. The United States Government assumes no liabiIity for its content or use thereof.
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Upper Divergence
Table 1. Radar observablesin KansasCity microburst producing cells. Percentoccurrence,
lead time prior to onsetof surfaceoutflow
and standard deviation, basedon 18 microbursts reaching 15 mls.
Radar Feature

% Lead time Std.Dev.
Occur. (min.)
(min.)

Upper divergence

72.2

-.9.0

5.7

Cyclonic rotation

77.8

7.0

4.7

Anticyclonic rot.

77.8

7.0

5.5

Convergence

77.8

5.8

5.7

Descending core

94.4

5.0

2.3

Figure I. Illustration of TDWRscanningat surfacefor microburst
outflowsand alof in parent stormfor features associated
with microbursts.
not predict the strength of the outflow, although the site
adaptable parameters are intended to predict those microbursts reaching at least 15 m/s (30 knots) intensity.

to both confirm the existence of a microburst outflow and
to predict a future microburst outflow.
The current TDWR microburst recognition algorithm detectsmicroburst precursor signatureswhich typically
precedethe surface outflow by five to ten minutes. The criteria for declaring a microburst precursor are that a reflectivity
core must be detected along with a mid-level convergence,
( mid-level rotation (cyclonic or anticyclonic) or upper-level
divergence. The reflectivity core must meet certain site
adaptable criteria, such as a minimum height of 4.5 km and
a maximum reflectivity of at least 54 dBZ. In addition, one
of two additional criteria must be satisfied: either the reflectivity core must be descending,or a convergence(or rotation)
must extend below 3.5 km altitude. These criteria are intende’dto detect the presence of a strong downdraft which
will lead to a microburst outflow at the surface.

It should be pointed out that the current version of
the prediction product is aimed at predicting high reflectivity
microbursts of the type commonly found in the Southeast
United States. This type of microburst activity is expected
to predominate at practically all airports scheduled for
TDWR deployment, except for dry environments such as
Denver which are characterized by low reflectivity events.
4.

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

The prototype microburst prediction product was
tested using data from the FL-2 TDWR testbed radar operated by Lincoln Laboratory at Kansas City during the summer of 1989. The algorithm performance was assessedfor
eleven days between 14 May and 28 August on which microbursts occurred. Only those cells which developedin the airport sector and within 35 km of the FL-2 radar were considered (see Figure 2). A microburst was defined as a 10 m/s
or greater radial divergence either at the surface or below
1 km AGL, as observedby either the S-band FL-2 radar or
the C-band UND radar operated by the University of North
Dakota.

Microburst precursor signaturesare used in the current algorithm to increasethe timeliness of microburst declarations (Campbell, 1989). Normally, the microburst algorithm must wait until a microburst outflow is detected on
successivesurface scans spaced one minute apart, and the
secondoutflow must be at least 10 m/s (20 knots). However,
when a precursor signature is detected the microburst can
be declared when the initial, weak (< lO,m/s) surface outflow
is detected.

The results of this assessmentare shown in Table
2. A total of 89 microburst events were examined, 36 of
which reached 15 m/s intensity. The product successfullypredicted 61% (22 of 36) of the microbursts that reached 15 m/s.
There were 45 microburst predictions issued, of which 40
(89%) resulted in microbursts of at least 10 m/s, and 5 (11%)
were false alarms. The median time from initial prediction
to onset of surface outflow was 5.0 minutes with a standard
deviation of 2.8 minutes.

The microburst prediction product is a simple extension of the existing microburst precursor recognition capability. The first time that a precursor is detectedfor a par,ticular event, a microburst prediction is issued for five
minutes in the future at the precursor location. This prediction is counted down for each subsequentsurface scan (once
per minute) until either the microburst occurs or a total of
sevenminutes elapse.The prototype prediction product does
8

Figure 3 summarizesthe velocity features aloft that
were”found by the algorithm when microburst predictions
were made (note: more than one velocity feature may be
identified by the algorithm for a particular event). Cyclonic
or anticyclonic rotation was found for slightly more than half
of the predicted events. Convergencewas detected in 30%
of the cases,while upper-level divergence was seldom used
to make a prediction. RefIectivity cores were identified in all
cases (as required by the current algorithm), however, the
core was identified as descending in only one-half of the
cases.When compared to Table 1, these results suggestthat
the current algorithm does a credible job in detecting rotation, but needs improvement in the detection of mid-level
convergenceand upper-level divergence, and in the ability
to declare cores as descending.

Airport
Scan
Sector
\n

I,

AirpOrt

120”
FL-2
\

0 UND

, -lokm
\

““4

Figure 2. Radars usedin 1989 KansasCity hperatioh.
Tabb 2. KansasCity Microburst Prediction
Product Statistics.
Number of events

89

Number of events 2 15 m/s

36

Number of events 2 15 m/s
successfully predicted

22 (61%)

Number of predictions issued

45

Number of valid predictions
(2 10 m/s outflow)

40 (89%)

Number of false predictions

5 (11%)

Median prediction lead time
(minutes)

5.0

Standard deviation of prediction
lead time (minutes)

2.8

Cycl. Rot. Anti. Rot.
Conv. ,Upper Div.
Figure 3. Velocityfeatures aloft identified by algorithm
when microburstpredictions were made
(percentoccurrencefor 40 cases).
5.

FAILURE MECHANISMS

In this section, the failure mechanismsof the algorithm will be examined. Three of the fourteen microbursts
which were not predicted exceededa velocity differential of
20 m/s. Therefore, it is important to further analyze these
so that improvements can be made to the prediction product.
As seen in Figure 4, half of the missedpredictions
were becausethe reflectivity core did not attain the maximum
height threshold of 4.5 km. Other causesfor missed predictions were: no reflectivity core detected,overlap with a preexisting microburst, not attaining the maximum reflectivity
threshold, and no velocity feature detected. It appears that
there is a class of lower reflectivity Kansas City microbursts
which did not meet the current criteria for precursor declaration.
Further analysis of the prediction product performance suggeststhat the criteria usedfor reflectivity core height
(4.5 km) and maximum reflectivity (54 dBZ) may be too restrictive for the KansasCity environment. Thesecriteria were

Of the 40 valid predictions, there were two which
did not reach 10 m/s from the FL-2 perspective,but did from
the UND perspective. A likely causeof the difference in observed intensities is asymmetry in the microburst outflow.
There were two additional eventswhich exhibited divergence
above the surface but below 1 km AGL. These events may
be instances of the microburst divergence not reaching the
surface due to a shallow layer of cold air from a previous
outflow. These results suggest a potential use for features
aloft in compensating for outflow asymmetry and the detection of mid-air microbursts.

9

Other areasfor future work are to improve the accuracy of prediction time and to add outflow strength prediction. Work has begun at Lincoln on the use of storm liquid
water content to improve prediction time accuracy, and to
potentially provide microburst strength and trend estimates.

50.
840.
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7.

A prototype TDWR microburst prediction product
was developedas an extension to the existing TDWR microburst recognition algorithm. This product was evaluated in
the KansasCity environment and shown to predict over GO%
of microbursts reaching 30 knots intensity. The averagelead
time from initial prediction to onset of surface outflow was
five minutes. Of the predictions issued, nearly 90% resulted
in microbursts of at least 20 knots intensity. Thus, favorable
performance was demonstrated in a wet environment likely
to be representative of most TDWR installation sites. It was
shownthat minor changesto site adaptableparameterscould
improve the prediction rate and reduce false predictions.

%
220.
10.
o-

n No core Near MB < 54 dBZ No Vel.

Figur’e4. Reasonfor missedpredictions of KansasCity
microbursts@ercentoccurrencefor 14 cases).

Further testing of the product will be conducted at
Orlando, FL during the summer of 1990.Plans for thesetests
include operational evaluation of the prediction product by
ATC personnel, and real-time display in the cockpit of an
experimental aircraft. Longer-term work is planned to improve prediction of lower reflectivity events, and to include
microburst strength prediction and trend estimation.

developed based on an earlier examination by Isaminger
(1987) of microbursts in the Huntsville, AL area. It was
found that the core height threshold could not be lowered
without causing an unacceptable increase in false alarms.
However, lowering the reflectivity threshold to 51 dBZ would
increase prediction POD to 67% without impacting the false
alarm rate.

8.

To reduce false predictions, 40% could be eliminated by reducing the threshold for the lower altitude limit
on velocity features from 3.5 to 2.7 km. It should be noted
that such criteria as core height, maximum reflectivity and
velocity feature lower altitude limit are parameterswhich can
be adjusted on a site-adaptable basis to optimize performance.
6.

SUMMARY
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The current product doesbest at predicting isolated
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secondarydescendingcores associatedwith reintensifying or
pulsating outflows. Work has begun at Lincoln in examining
the use of features aloft in combination with detectedsurface
outflows to predict microburst reintensification.
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PREDICTING SUMMER MICROBURST HAZARD
‘FROM THUNDERSTORM DAY STATISTICS *
JosephA. Cullen and Marilyn M. Wolfson
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Massachusetts02173
1.

INTRODUCTION
Low-altitude wind shear, specifically, the aviationhazardousform of wind shearknown as the microburst, has
been cited as the cause of several aviation disasters over
the past two decades (Zorpette 1986). Microbursts are
strong, small-scale convectivestorm downdraftsthat impact
the ground and cause a violent divergent outflow of wind.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently
awardeda contract for the production of 47 Terminal Doppler WeatherRadars(TDWRs)to detectmicrobursts (Evans
and Turnbull 1989, Turnbull et al. 1989). Since the TDWR
systemsare expensive, only a limited number will be available for use at major US. airports. In deciding which airports will receive the TDWRs or any other advanceddetection equipment, such as the ASR-9 with wind shear detection capability (Weber and Noyes 1988) or the Enhanced
Low Level Wind Shear Alert System (Barab et al. 1985),
a detailed cost-benefit study will be performed (Martin Marietta Information SystemsGroup 1989). One factor that
would aid in determining the benefit of advancedwind shear
detection equipment is a knowledgeof the averagerelative
microburst threat at each major airport. Using “thunderstorm day” statisticsand the results of measurementsby the
FAA TDWR testbedsystems,we proposea method for predicting this threat.
THESTUDY
Microburst statistics are not routinely collected, so
some other convective storm related data must be used to
determine the level of microburst hazard at each U.S. airport, One thunderstorm related statistic with a long archive
and nationwide coverageis the “thunderstorm day”, a calendar day on which thunder is heard at least onceby a weather
observer (Department of Commerce 1958). Thunderstorm
day statistics havebeen gatheredat NWS offices around the
country for approximately 100 years:
Using actual TDWRtestbedmicroburst data obtained
in Memphis (1984and 1985),Huntsville (1986), and Denver
(1987 and 1988) and the reported number of thunderstorm
days at these sites, we use statistical regressiontechniques
to derive a mathematical relationship between microburst
occurrenceand the number of thunderstorm days recorded
at each location.
* -=+Thetime-periodcommon to .a11.our data.is.June 8
to September8. This correspondsclosely to the climatological definition of summer (June 1 to August 31), the season
2.

*The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation
Administration. The United States Government assumesno liability
for its content or use thereof.
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in which microburst activity is known to be at its peak. Thus,
our derivation will predict the averagenumber of summer
microbursts occurring at most airports for which thunderstorm day data is available.
3.

RELATING MICROBURSTS TO THUNDERSTORM DAY STATISTICS
3.1. Det
cy rminin
The method for comparing the number of
microbursts that occur around an airport to the actual number of thunderstorm days recorded there requires an estimate of the actual distanceover which thunder can be heard
by weather observers.Ideally, thunder can be heard at distances as great as 25-30 km (Viemeister 1961), but a
weatherobserverstationedat an airport would hear thunder
over a smaller area because 1) the observer spendsmost
of the time indoors performing various duties and 2) the din
of air traffic drowns out thunder originating at great distances. Thus, we define the 27understormDay Observation
Region (TDOR) as a circle of radius 15 km around the
weather observation site. Only the microbursts that occur
within the TDOR will be related to the thunderstorm day
statistics.
3.2. Tallvine Microbursts in the TDOR
To count microbursts in the TDOR, we choseto use
mesonetdata instead of Doppler radar data, or a combination of both, becausethe mesonetoperatedcontinuouslyand
also provided us with an additional year of data (Wolfson
1989).Even though the mesonetdoesnot sampleuniformly,
we can be assuredthat most microbursts that did fall in the
net were detectedbecauseof the fairly densestation spacing
Average station spacing (only those stations within 75
Table 1 .
km of NWS site were used), coverage areas and scale factors used

Memphis 1984

1.90

190

Memphis 1985

2.16

240

1.69

300

Huntsville

1986 (wl PAM) ’

Huntsville 1986 (w/o PAM)
Denver 1987 & 1988

. 2.5&1.36

3.72

H

2.95

2.36

250

2.83

200

3.53

* The 1986 mesonet was enhanced by the presence of 41 adciitional portable automated mesonet stations during the COHMEX Project (Dodge et al. 1986) in June and July. This resulted in two different average station spacings for that year.

(Table 1 ). Microbursts which impacted the mesonetwere
identified by DiStefano (1987, 1988),,Clark (1988), and
DiStefano and Clark (1990). They found only a few micro.vburststhat were detectedby Doppler radar but not by the
surface’weatherstation network. Since these missesrepresent a very small percentageof the total number of observed
microbursts, a correction for microburst missesby the mesonet was deemed unnecessary.
Given that mesonet data is to be used for counting
microbursts in the TDOR, an area of coveragefor each
mesonetmust be determined.The coveragearea will be the
sum of the individual mesonet station influence ureas and
will determine the fraction of the TDOR that was sampled.
The influence area for a single mesonetstation can be estimated from the working definition of a microburst. Fujita
(1985) defines a microburst as a wind velocity differential
of at least 10 m/s over a distanceof 4 km or less.Therefore,
if we assign an influence area equal to a circle of radius
2 km to eachmesonetstation, even a weakmicroburst, with
a velocity differential of 10 m/s impacting two mesonetstations exactly 4 km apart, will be detectedjust within the influence area of the two stations.The averagestation spacing
for each network provides solid area1coverageover most
of the mesonet.
Since we ultimately want to project how many
microbursts occurred within the TDOR based on our
mesonet-detectedmicrobursts that also occurred there, we
need to determine the intersection of the solid area of
mesonet coverage (given by the union of all the stations’
influence areas) with the TDOR. This intersection yields an
approximate area of coverage.An example of a mesonet’s
area1coverageis shown in Figure 1 along with the 15-km
radius circle bounding the TDOR.

tion of isotropic microburst occurrenceis supportedby the
observed distribution of mesonet-detected microbursts
(e.g., Figure 2), The scalefactors usedfor eachnetwork are
given in Table 1. The actual thunderstorm days recorded
by NWS observersfrom June8 through September8 at each
of the sites Q and the scalednumber of microburstsappropriate for comparison (M) are given in Table 2 .

Figure 2 , Locations of the 1987 mesonet-impacting
microbvrsts
at the times of fheir peak strength (DIStefano, 1988), Solid hor/zontal and vertical lines represent posltlon of runways at Stapleton International Airport. Slmllar lsotroplc distributions were observedduring
1985 and 1986 In Memphis and Huntsville, respectively (DiStefano
7987, Clark 1988).
4.

RELATING WET AND DRY MICROBURSTS TO
THUNDERSTORM DAYS

Our results show that microbursts occur mainly on
thunderstorm days in the southeasternpart of the country,
whereasmany microbursts occur on days that are not thunderstorm days in the Denver area (Table 2 ). This is due
to the commonoccurrenceof dry microburstsin the Western
Plateau. Dry microbursts originate from benign-looking,
high-based cumulonimbus clouds that produce little if any
surface rain (Krumm 1954; Wakimoto 1985; Wilson et al.
1984).Theseclouds are lesslikely to produce lightning (and
therefore thunder) than the more typical low cloud base,
heavy rain thunderstorms (Williams et al. 1989a).
Summary of scaled mlcroburst and thunderstorm day
Table 2 ,
data for each mesonet Me. T Is the observed number of thunderstorm days, M the total number of mlcrobursts, MT the number of
mlcrobur$ts on thunderstorm days, MX the number of microbursts
on non-thunderstorm
days, Mwet the number of wet microbursts,
and M&y the number of dry microbursts.

Figure I . Area of coverage for mesonef at Denver, CO. Circles
of radius 2 km representInfluence areasof lndivldual mesonet stations, outer boundary of TDOR Is v/s/b/e at corners of Illustration,
and total area of mesonet coverage Is represented by irregularly
shaped polygon.

If we assumemicroburst occurrenceis random and
evenly distributed, multiplying the number of microbursts
detectedwithin the mesonetcoverage‘areaby a scalefactor
equal to the ratio of the area of the TDOR to the mesonet
coveragearea will yield a projedtednumber of microbursts
occurring within 15 km of the observationsite. This assump-
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To check this assumption, we examine the surface
rainfall characteristics of microbursts that occur both on
thunderstorm days (given the symbol MT) and on non-thunderstorm days (Mx). The total number of microbursts may
be subdivided according to:
M

~4 Mwet t

.Mdry

where M is the total number of microburststhat occur, Mwet
the number that occur with measurablesurfacerainfall, and
Mdry,
those without measurablesurface rainfall. However,
it is also true that
M

= M’r

t

Mx.

Becausethe type of microbursts in Denver appear different
from those typical of the Southeast,we can anticipate that
it will be necessaryto derive two different equationsto predict summer microburst occurrence in these regions.
4.1.

&&fall

Characteristics of Mx and MT

All of the microbursts on non-thunderstorm days
(Mx) in Denver 1987were “dry” (Table 2 ); no measurable
rainfall was detectedat the surface. In Denver 1988, radar
and mesonet data indicate only 21% of the microbursts on
non-thunderstorm days were wet. Thus, as expected, the
vast majority of microburstsoccurring on non-thunderstorm
days in Denver were dry.
In contrast to Denver, microbursts rarely occurred on
non-thunderstorm days in the Southeast.During the study
period, only 9% of the microbursts were observedon nonthunderstorm days (Mx) in Memphis and Huntsville (Table
2 ). Radar and mesonetrainfall data indicate at least 75%
of these microbursts were wet. The rainfall characteristics
of the other two events could not be determined because
of lack of radar and rain gage data. (Interestingly, 38% of
these microbursts on non-thunderstorm days occurred near
the outer boundary of the TDOR.)
Based on the surface rainfall information, we found
that the microbursts on non-thunderstorm days (Mx) were
both wet and dry in Denver and only wet in Huntsville and
Memphis. The observation of wet microbursts on nonthunderstorm days suggestspossible observer error. Williams et al. (1989b) found only a small percentageof wet
microbursts in 1987 and 1988 ,in Huntsville that were not
accompaniedby lightning, and these microbursts were very
weak.Radar data for 6 of the 7 microbursts on non-thunderstorm days in Denver 1988 showed 40-55 dBz cells were
presentwithin 10 km of the observationsite (StapletonInternational Airport). Corona current measurements(Williams
1989) showedlightning was in the area during at least 5 of
the events. However, the relationship between high radar
reflectivity and lightning occurrence,and the exact locations
of the lightning detectedby the corona probe measurements
are uncertain, so we cannot state conclusively that these occurrences represent observer error.
All microbursts in Memphis and Huntsville occurring on thunderstorm days (MT) were associatedwith surface rainfall. However, in Denver only 52% of the events
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in 1987,and 33% in 1988were associatedwith surfacerainfall.
4.2. The Dependenceof Mm on T
Becausetwo distinct types of microbursts occur in
Denver and only one type occurs in the Southeast,an attempt to relate M, the total number of microbursts, to T using data from the two climatological regions would be inappropriate. It is more appropriate to relate similar types of
microbursts to thunderstorm days. For Denver, Mwet is
equal to only a fraction of the total number of microbursts.
However, we assumethat Mwet = M in the Southeast,where
we believe all microbursts are wet. Dry microburst occurrence in the Denver area will be considered in Section 5.
A least-squares statistical regression can be performed to determine the relationship between Mwetand T.
The data was fit using the three basic mathematicalmodels
shownin Figure 3 . Sincethe data consistsof only six points
(including the origin), only integer exponents are considered.
The rms error resulting from the least-squaresfit of
each model is indicated in parenthesesin Fig. 3 . Basedon
these errors, the linear model provides the best fit for the
data and will be used as the expressionrelating Mwet to T.
The coefficient “a” resulting from this fit is 3.7 f 0.5, where
0.5 is the standard deviation of the regression coefficient.
This implies that, on average,3 or 4 wet microbursts occur
within a ‘IDOR on a given thunderstorm day. It is worth noting that the errors here are quite large. Not only is the sample small, but the available thunderstorm day data all falls
within a very limited range, indicated by the shadedregion
in Fig. 3 . More data over a larger number of years and a
greater range of thunderstorm days is neededbefore much
confidence can be placed in the linear model.
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Figure 3 , Results ofJeast-squares
Mwet and T data shown in Table 2. Shaded region accentuates fhe
limited range of data currently available for T.

Assuming that each individual thunderstorm has the
potential to spawna microburst, we can speculatethat more
microbursts are likely to occur within a confined area (i.e.,

the ThunderstormDay ObservationRegion)on a given thunderstorm day in the southern regions of the country (where
thunderstorms are more frequent) than are likely to occur
:within the samearea in the northern regions. Remembering
that a weather observer records a thunderstorm day if he
hears thunder at least Onceduring any calendar day, it is
plausible that the relationship betweenwet microbursts and
thunderstorm days is nonlinear. The limited data we have
to date suggestsa linear relationship, but the acquisition of
additional data may changethis result.
5.

PREDICTING MICROBURST OCCURRENCE

5.1.

Predictine Mm
To predict wet microburst totals in the Southeastand
the WesternPlateauregion, direct use of the linear relationship between wet microburst totals and thunderstorm days
is appropriate. This results in the following expression for
the total number of wet microbursts.

dieting the averagesummerhazardous microburst frequency
for an airport area, two additional factors need to be taken
into account. These are describedbelow.
6.1. Minimum Wind Shear Threshold for Hazard
The first TDWR Operational Demonstration conducted during July and August of 1988at StapletonJnternational Airport in Denver (Turnbull et al. 1989)revealedthat
microburstswith differential velocitieslessthan 15 m/s have
very little impact on aircraft performance. However, the
data used in this derivation defined a microburst as having
a differential velocity of 10 m/s or more. Single Doppler
peakestimatesfor microbursts which impactedthe mesonet
from 1985-1988 indicate that approximately 65% of both
wet and dry microburstsdetectedby mesonethad a differential velocity greater than 15 m/s. The single Doppler peak
estimate is comparableto the headwind-tailwind shear an
aircraft would encounter during microburst penetration.
Therefore, microburst totals predicted by our derived equations, multiplied by 0.65, will give the number of aviationhazardousmicrobursts.
6.2.

The problem of predicting the total number of dry
summer microbursts in the Western Plateau region is discussed in the following section.
5.2. Predictine Mdry
Dry microbursts occurred commonly on both thunderstorm days and non-thunderstorm days in Denver, and
in inconsistent proportions to the wet microbursts on those
days in the two different years of data. Remarkablyconsistent, though, was the percentage of the total summer
microbursts that were dry; this was 69% in 1987 and 70%
in 1988.
This observed consistencycan be exploited in predicting M for Denver and the WesternPlateau;assumeMwet
determined in Section 5.1 is equal to 30% of the total number of microbursts. Then, if the wet to dry microburst ratio
in Denver is characteristicof the entireWesternPlateau, the
equation projecting the total number of microbursts in the
Western Plateau region is given by

Airoort Microburst Hazard Region

The TDWR Users Working Group recommendsthat
a wind shear alarm region extend 3 nautical miles (5.6 km)
from the end of airport runways (to protect the glideslope
paths) and be 1 nautical mile (1.6 km) in width. Sincemost
airport runways are not longer than 4 km in length, the region to be protectedcorrespondsto approximately 25 square
km per runway. The total area of the alarm region will vary
from airport to airport, dependingon the number of runways
in use. However, our derived equationspredict the number
of microbursts expected within a circle of radius 15 km
around an airport (the “TDOR”). Thus, to provide microburst totals that represent the aviation microburst hazard
at each site, the number of predicted microbursts must be
reduced by a factor R, the ratio between the areas of the
wind shear alarm region of the airport of interest and the
TDOR region.
R=

wind shear a
regton area PJm 2
IT (15 km)2

6.3.

firoburst
Final ic

The inclusion of the factors mentionedin the preceding sectionsyields the final equationsto be used to predict
relative summer microburst hazard at U.S. airports. They
are
where the standard deviation of the regression coefficient
determined in Section 4.2 has also been increasedby 70%
to 1.7. Thus, the average number of microbursts per recorded thunderstorm day .m a Western Plateau TDGR is
more than three times greaterthan in the rest of the country.
PREDICTING AVERAGE SUMMER AIRPORT
MICROBURST HAZARD
To convert the equations for predicting mean summer microburst frequencyin a.TDORinto equationsfor pre6.
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.

The National Climatic Center and personnel at the Mem-

EQUATION B:
To be used for the Western Plateau
renion onlv

phis, Huntsville, and Denver National Weather Service of:
fices supplied the thunderstorm day data.

(8.0 41 1.1) T R

REFERENCES

where T represents the mean number of summer thunderstorm days, and R is defined in Section 6.2.
6.4. A-g,
The final equations derived for relating microbursts
to thunderstorm days are appropriate for summer only. In
Denver, 69% of the annual thunderstorm days occur in the
three summermonths, on average(e.g., Court and Griffiths
1986). However, only 51% of the annual number in
Huntsville, and 41% of the annual number in Memphis occur during the summer, Thus, a prediction of summer microburst totals clearly underestimatesthe annual microburst
hazard in Memphis and Huntsville, relative to Denver. Furthermore, the microburst/thunderstorm day relationship
could be different for the spring and fall seasons.iJnfortunately, TDWR testbedmesonetdata for these seasonsis incomplete, so this relationship cannot be determined.
Since we currently lack data in regions where summer thunderstorm day totals are significantly lower or higher than in the regions used in this analysis, we suggestthe
resulting equations be used only for those locations where
mean summer thunderstorm day totals fall within the range
bounded by the Denver, Memphis, and Huntsville mean
summer totals (22-30 thunderstorm days).
7.

FTITURE WORK

TDWR testbedmesonetdata obtainedin KansasCity,
Missouri in 1989 will be analyzed and additional data will
be collected in Orlando, Florida (1990 and 1991) and possibly Washington, D.C. (1992). These data points can be included in this study as they becomeavailable. The data we
have at present falls within a narrow range of thunderstorm
days (21-30). Although Kansas City’s mean summer thunderstorm day total also falls in this range, this data will be
useful becauseit provides data from another climatological
regime; The inclusion of microburst and thunderstorm day
data from Orlando and Washington,which typically experienceapproximately 49 and 17 thunderstorm days during the
summer months, respectively, would certainly add confidenceto our predictions made with the resulting equations.
The prospect of obtaining two years of data from another
site (Orlando) would also increaseour confidence in the resulting equations since the significance of interannual variability in our derivation is still uncertain.
To check our argument that dry microburst occurrence is indeed rare in all regions of the country except the
Western Plateau, statistics on wet and dry microbursts will
-also be computed.for the Kansas City, Orlando, and Washington D.C. microbursts.
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Aspect Angle Dependenceof Otitflow Strength in Denver Microbursts:
Spatial and Temporal Variations *

Robert G. Hallowell
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Massachusetts02173
INTRODUCTION
MIT Lincoln Laboratory is being sponsoredby the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to develop and test
the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) wind shear
surveillance system (Turnbull et al. 1989). As part of this
programLincoln has developedalgorithms for automatically
detecting microbursts, or thunderstorm outflows using the
radial velocity data gathered from a single TDWR. Output
from the detection algorithms will be used to warn aircraft
of microburst hazards. While the successin automatically
detecting microbursts using the Lincoln Laboratory microburst detection algorithm has been encouraging (Merritt et
al. 1989), one issue which continuesto cause concern is microburst asymmetry. Asymmetry, or aspect angle dependence, in microbursts refers to outflows that have a divergent surfaceoutflow strengthor extent that varies depending
on the aspect (or viewing) angle of the radar.
The TDWR detection algorithms utilize input from
a singleDoppler radar; therefore, an asymmetricmicroburst
may be underestimatedor go undetectedif the radar is viewing the event from an aspect angle where the strength of
the outflow is weak. Additionally, the size and location of
the eventmay be distorted whenthe outflow extent is significantly asymmetric. Most of the present outflow modeling
and detection methodsare basedon the assumptionof axial
symmetryboth in the strengthand extent of outflows. Asymmetry in microbursts, therefore, is a major concern for
TDWR microburst detection performance.
Past work by Wilson et al. (1984) and Eilts (1987,
1988) has indicated that somemicrobursts are highly asymmetric, for at least a portion of their lifetime. However, this
previous work has been limited in scope to single “snapshots” of the microbursts, generally at their peak outflow
strength. Strength asymmetriesfrom these previous studies
indicated asymmetry ratios (maximum over minimum
strength) ranging from 1.3:1 to as high as 6:l. None of the
studies dealt with shape (or extent) asymmetries.
This paper describesthe results from a detailed study
of 96 individual observations from 27 microburst events.
Measurementswere taken to determine both the strength
and extent of eachmicroburst at multiple aspectangles.The
data clearly show that microbursts, on average,have maximum strengthsand extents which are 1.9:l and 1.5:1 asymmetric, respectively.

2.

DATA
Single-Doppler radar measurementswere collected
in Denver during 1987using the FL-2 S-Band (Lincoln Laboratory) and UhD C-Band (University of North Dakota) radars. As shown in Figure 1, the UND radar waslocated20.3
km north and 1.6 km eastof the FL-2 radar. The radar scanning was coordinated to cover microbursts that occurred in
favorable dual-Doppler regions. For each scan of an event,
the two-dimensional wind field was calculated using the
multiple Doppler radar synthesis system suggested by
Brown et al. (1981). Surface dual-Doppler wind fields at
250 meter resolution were synthesizedfrom the radar radial
velocity fields. The paired radar scanswere all surface tilts
(0.3”-0.5”) and had time differencesof lessthan 1 minute.
In addition the beam intersection angle of the radars had
to be greater than 30” and less than 150” (denoted as the
shaded area in Figure 1).
The raw two-dimensional wind fields were then
smoothedusing 3 iterations of a simple 3-by-3 median filter, with 4 of 9 points required to be valid. This smoothing
technique had the advantageof filling some small holes in
the data without artificially expanding the analysis region
greatly. The 10% trimmed mean wind was then removed.
A trimmed mean was used to reduce the impact of erroneouswind valueson the mean wind. This final perturbation
wind -field was used for all analyses.
A wide variety of caseswere chosenfor this analysis
to obtain a representativesample of the microbursts found
in the Denver environment (Table 1). The “scans” column
in Table 1 indicatesthe number of observationsof a particular event, “peak reflectivity” (surface) is listed to show that

1.

*The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration. The United States Government assumesno
liability for its content or use thereof.

Relative locations of WiD and FL-2. Shaded region
denotes valid dual-Doppler region.

Figure 1.
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both “wet” and “dry” microbursts were examined, and the
“maximum strength” indicatesthe largestdifferential velocity over all the aspectangles and observationsof an event.
2.1. Data Accuracy
The accuracy of the strength estimatesused in this
analysis is on the order of &OS m/s. However, the layering
of polar data to Cartesiangrids and the application of a median filter causesa general15-20%reduction of raw velocity
measurements.This reduction is uniform and therefore does
not affect the asymmetrystatisticspresentedhere. Sincethe
strengthsshownhere would likely be perceivedin raw radar
data at slightly higher levels, someweak microburst events
(<lOm/s) were included in this analysis. Shape estimates
have a general accuracy of’f0.35 km.
Table 1.

Date

Denver, Co microbu rst cases used in asvmmetrv analysis.

:ase#

Times (UT)

Peak
Scans Reflect.
@Bz)

7116
7128

3
;
6
7
8
9

7131

812

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

816

18
19

913

;Fi

'914
9/11

3.

22
23
24
25
26
27

ANALYSIS

2306-2320
2307-2313
2320-2235
2220-2233
2220
2224
2241-2243
2248-2250
2256-2257
2251
2251-2256
2252-2256
2255-2301
2259-2300
2243-2247
2247-2257
2252
2025-2030
2026-2029
2135-2145
2145
2145
2150-2200
2200-2205
2200
2015-2018
0258-0308

5
,4
8
8

1
:
3
2
:
4
6
2
5

11
i
4
3

1
:
2

1
i

::
31
36
12
34
49
54
49

443
38
38
35
28
33

10
16
16
31
13
5
27
20
0
23
56

Max
Strength
6-M
24
26
16
15

10
16
16
24
18
17
10
8
13
10

10
13
12

10
11
:i

stop
10

Radial
Velocity 0
(m/s)
-10
-20 J
2

4

6

I
l(

a

Radial Distance (km)
Figure 2.

Typical velocity profile

through microburst

center.

(surroundedby regions of convergence)were identified and
analyzed for multi-cell and line microbursts.
Once an event was drawn, the velocity difference
across every unique gridpoint pair within the polygon was
calculated, taking into account the relative aspect angle of
the segment.Note that the differential velocity measurement
was calculated betweentwo points; no shear threshold was
set for the intervening points. The strengthcalculationswere
only performed on points whoseconnectinglines were completely containedwithin the defined polygon.It wasassumed
that points within the polygon were generally divergent’becausethe sides of the polygon limit the strength analysis to
the microburst outflow region.
The relative aspectangle of the line formed by each
pair of gridpoints was determined by placing a fictitious radar 15 km from the centroid of the polygon. As shown in
Figure 3, the radar which has a beam parallel to the test
segmentwithin the polygon.(thick line on figure) defines the
aspectangle of that segment.In the example shown the aspect angle of the segmentis 130” (relative to the event polygon, not the radar).

15
18
15
8

NORTH

15
24

METHODOLOGY

Figure 2 illustrates the velocity trace along a line segment passingthrough the center of a microburst. The segment betweenthe start and stop arrows indicates a region
where the radial velocity is generally increasing (Le., a region of positive or divergent shear). To find these regions
of divergent microburst outflow, the perturbation wind field
was examinedvisually, and a bounding polygon was subjectively drawn around each microburst region.
In general, the sides of the polygon were drawn to
enclosethe region of positive shear discussedabove. The
shape.ofthe polygon was usedto determinethe outflow extent of the microburst, and was therefore important in the
calculation of microburst shapestatistics, The polygons for
isolated microbursts (single distinct outflows) were fairly
easy to define. Complicated multi-cell or line microbursts,
such as those discussedby Hjemfelt (1985), were much
harder to define using a single polygon. Consequently,only
the portions of the overall flow which had distinct edges

ia0

Diagram illustrating
Figure 3.
for asymmetry analysis.

relative aspect angle calculations

Differential velocity and shape measurementswere
obtained from all possible aspectanglesand then grouped
into one of eighteenaspectangle categories.The categories
ranged from O”fS”(due North), to 17O”rt5” in ten degree
steps.Aspect anglesover 180” were not consideredbecause
they generally reflect measurementsmade from O”-180”

18

(though not exactly due to the way relative aspect angles
were calculated). Other statistics such as mean wind and
peak reflectivity (magnitude, extent and location) were also
measured.

angle: is given in the graph directly above the wind field.
Fig& 6 shows the contours of radial velocity for a radar
viewing from the maximum strength aspectangle (0”) and
located 15 km from the centroid of the event shown in
Figure 5. Similarly, Figure 7 showsthe radial velocity contours for a radar radially aligned with the angle of weakest
strength (90”). Note that the velocity field from the peak
viewing angle indicates a strong shear region with a peak
velocity differential of 24.3 m/s. The radial velocity field
from the weak viewing angle, on the other hand, yields a
weakradially skewedvelocity couplet with peakradial velocity of only 10.4 m/s. The “skewed couplet” is a common
occurrencein any asymmetric microburst; unfortunately, it
may occur at any aspect angle (not just the minimum
strength angle) and therefore gives little insight on the true
asymmetry of the event (Eilts 1988).

TYPES OF ASYMMETRY

4.

The TDWR systemis designedto identify the location
and size of a microburst and estimatethe maximum differential velocity of the event. Figure 4 shows the dualDoppler wind field for a microburst that is nearly symmetric
in strength and shape.A Doppler radar would find roughly
the same strength, location, and size for this event, regardlessof its viewing angle. This is the kind of symmetrywhich,
in general, is currently assumedto exist for all microbursts.
However, there are primarily two types of asymmetry that
may occur in microbursts: strength and shape.

4.2.

m

4.1.

The strength asymmetry of an event is measuredby
estimating the largest differential velocity within the microburst outflow at multiple aspectangles.Differential velocity
is the magnitude of the wind changebetweenany two points
within the event. The severity of the aspect angle dependence for strength in an observation may be measuredby
dividing the maximum strength by the minimum strength
over all aspect angles. A strength asymmetry ratio of 1.0
would indicate a microburst perfectly symmetrical with respect to strength. The observation shown in Figure 4 has
a strength asymmetry of only 1.3:1 (20m/s + 15m/s).

The shapeasymmetryof an event is measuredby estimating the largest spatial extent of the microburst outflow
at multiple aspect angles. The shape of an event (outflow
extent) is measuredby estimating the cross-distancefrom
one end of the outflow polygon to the other at a variety of
aspectangles.The level of aspectangle dependencefor outflow extent is calculated by dividing the largest cross-distance by the smallest cross-distanceover all aspectangles.
The event shownin Figure 4 has a shapeasymmetryof 1.2:1
g

A single-Doppler radar will, in general, underestimate the maximum strength of a microburst strongly asymmetric in strength. The dual-Doppler wind field shown in
Figure 5 reveals a microburst with a strengthasymmetryratios of 2.3:1. The differential velocity trace over all aspect
8
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A highly a$i’%C~%gle-depehdentoutflow sl$%
makesit difficult to capture the shape,and sometimescentral location, of the microburst using a single-Doppler radar. For example, the observation in Figure 5 has a shape
asymmetry of 1.7:i. If we reexamine the radial velocity
fields shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, we see differences
in not only the strengthsof the fields, but also the location
of the peak strengths. Further, the extent of the event
(searchingfor radials wherethe strength is a fixed percentage of the peak at that angle) is significantly different in
size and shape. Part of this difference is caused by the
strength asymmetry, but a major portion is caused by the
elongated physical shape of the outflow.
.~ ,.___.
The charac&istics-..of asymmetrymay be divided into
two cafegoriEfS:
gene%iand eventlifetime. The general characteristics are compiled using all the observationslisted in
Table 1. fifet’im< characteristics are based only on the
events in Table 1 having more than 4 scans of the event.
--2i~.
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Contours-of ihe radial velocity field (Imls intervals)
Pigure 7.
extracted from dual-Doppler wind field in Figure 5 relative to a
jiciitious radar located at a range of I5 km and an azimuth of 90’.‘
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Figure 11, does not va;y-$gnifi&ritly b&veen weak (thin
solid line) and moderate-strong (dotted line) events.
Figure 9 and Figure 11 (and further statistical analysesnot discussedhere) indicate that the maximum strength
of an event has little or no correlation with the degree of
the strength or shape asymmetry. Additionally, the two
forms of asymmetryare statistically unrelated. High or low
strength asymmetryratios are equally as likely to have high
or low shapeasymmetryratios and vice-versa. None of the
microbursts parameters (mean wind speed, peak reflectivity, strength, etc.) analyzedduring this study showedsignificant correlation to the strength or shapeasymmetryof individual observations.
Ifi most ins&c&s; the azimuth angles of the maximum strength and extent showed no preferred orientation
with respectto the environment or eachother. The exception
to this was for those events with both high strength (>2.3)
and shape (~1.75) asymmetry ratios, for which orientation
aneles tended to be co-located (i.e., the peak strength ocurred along the largest cross-distance).However, the lin
20

,The event; dh&en for this &iysis were &id~cjrnly .-- fg
chosenfrom those available during 1987Denver operations
and, as sudh, tile distribution of maximum event strengths
is similar to that found by Biron & Isaminger (1988). The
inaximtim and m&imum-strengths for each observationare ,
shown in Figure 8. The aspectangle dependenceof strength
for all &ventsis between 1.3:1 and 3.8:1, with a median value of 1.9:1. As shownin Figure 9, this cumulative probability does not change-significantly between weak (thin solid
line) adxmoderate-strong
n
r’~ : .eyents. - _“..-.
r.,_- 5’ (dotted .line)
:~ _
“6n
The maximum and- m&mum GtfloC extents for
each microburst observationare shown in Figure 10. Shape
asymmetry ratios for all events range from_l.l:l . to 2.4:1,
Figure 8.
minimum
with a median value of 1.55:1. As for strengths,the cumulative frequency of
shape
asymmetry
ratios,
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There were only sevenevents which had more than
4 dual-Doppler scans, and were thus suitable for analysis
of lifetime characteristics. This is a limited data set, but
large enoughto provide someestimateof the broad changes
in asymmetry over an event’s lifetime.
The orientation angle of both the maximum strength
and maximum cross-distance remains relatively constant
(&lo’) over the lifetime of the microburst. This is important
in that a radar which is viewing an asymmetric event from
an unfavorable angle (with respectto strength) will continue
to underestimatethe strength of the event unless it moves
into a more favorable position. At a rangeof 15 km, an event
would needto move approximately 3 km to changethe viewing angleby 10” (assumingmotion is not directly awayfrom
or toward the radar). For the seveneventlifetimes analyzed,
the microbursts traveled a total distance (basedon the polygon centroid) of between1 and 5 km. This small movement
would not likely be sufficient to obtain a more favorable
viewing angle.
The magnitude of the strength or shape asymmetry
for isolated events tended to remain stable throughout the
event’s history. However, environmental influences (other
microbursts, gust fronts, minor divergences) appeared to
causesignificant fluctuations in the magnitudeof the asymmetry over time.
6.

MAXIMUM OUTFLOW EXTENT (KM)
Figure 10. Scatter diagram illustrating spread of maximum and
minimum outflow lengths for each observation.

Lifetime Characteristics

INDICATIONS OF ASYMMETRY

The assumptionhas.generaIlybeenmadethat microbursts are symmetricevents.The data presentedhere clearly
indicate that this is not the case.Perhapsa better representation of microburst strength and shapeis an ellipse (formed
by the maximum and minimum strength or extent of the
event). If an ellipse were used to representmicroburst outflows, then a parameterP (strength or shape) may be predicted at any aspectangle 4 using the formula in Figure 12.

L

I .ilI
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l
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I

mod-strong
I
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Figure 12. Formula for the elliptical distribution
shape parameters.
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1.5
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Cumulative frequency of shape asymmetry ratios for
Figure Il.
various maximum strength classes.
t

of strength and

This formula was applied to all the microburst observations. Figure 13 showsa scatterdiagram of the measured
strength versusthe strength predicted with this formula for
all observationsand aspect angles. The overall correlation
for all aspectangleswas 0.92 for strengthand 0.96 for shape
(not shown). The angle between the maximum and minimum strength orientation angles is 70”-90” in over 70% of
the cases,and the,same .wastrue for cross-distances.An
elliptical representation of microburst strength and shape
parametersgives a surprisingly good fit over a wide range
of strengths and extents.

A non-aspect angle dependentmeasureof the orientation of this ellipse would clearly be helpful. As noted earlier, none of the parametersexamined in this analysis were
found to indicate the orientation or degreeof the asymmetry.
4 most cases,.asymmetryappearedto be a function of the
location of the microburst relative to other microbursts or
weak divergence regions. Strong outflows would push into
weak outflows, thereby distorting the flow of the weaker
event. Observationally, isolated microbursts appear to be
more symmetricthan line or multiple microbursts.However,
even isolated microbursts have some asymmetrywhich ap
pearsto be, in part, a function of the complexity of the environmental flow.
7.
FuTuRJ3 WORK
While the analysis presented above is sufficient to
describemicroburst asymmetryin Denver’s unique weather
environment, microbursts from other regions of the country
should also be examined. The TDWR testbed from which
the data were taken operated in Kansas City, MO during
1989, and is currently operating in Orlando, FL. Thesedata
should be examined for asymmetry to confirm or modify
the results presentedhere.
The point-to-point method of calculating differential
velocity, while simple to implement and efficient to use, requires the assumptionthat intervening wind data points are
divergent. Careful scrutiny of both the wind fields and event
polygons helps to reduce any potential analysis problems.
In the future, however, it may be beneficial to search for
line “segments” within the polygon which have generally
positive shear along their length.
Finally, the mechanism for creating asymmetry
needsto be understood. The environmental flow, proximity
and orientation to other events,and even the topography of
the land underlying microburst may be a factor. A thorough
analysis of the interaction of microbursts with their surrounding environmental flow would be worthwhile. A comparison of Denver, CO (sloping terrain) and Orlando, FL
(flat wetlands) may yield some insight on the effect of terrain on asymmetry.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
8.
Over 27 events encompassing96 total observations
of microbursts were examined for asymmetry. There were
two types of asymmetry which were studied: strength and
shape. The median strength and shape asymmetry ratios,
for the casespresentedhere, were 1.9:1 and 1.55:1, respec-

tivelv. The representationof microburstsas symmetricflows
is clearly inaccurate.
The magnitude of the shapeand strengthasymmetry
ratios were found to be independent of the magnitudes of
the maximum cross-distance(shape)and strengthmeasurements.No preferred orientation angleswerefound for maximum strength or shape,although the orientation anglesdid
remain relatively stable throughout the lifetime of the
events.
Basedon these findings, a single-Doppler radar has
an equal chance of viewing a microburst of ail sizes and
strengthsfrom any random aspectangle. Therefore, the radar will underestimatethe overall maximum strength of the
event, on average,by approximately 30% (basedon median
strength asymmetry ratio of 1.9:1). The primary cause of
asymmetry (or at least fluctuations in its magnitude) in microbursts appearsto be the proximity of other wind shear
events (gust fronts, microbursts, or weak divergences).
There appearto be no reliable, single Doppler-radar based
measurements (reflectivity, peak radial strength, mean
wind, etc.) which indicate the severity or orientation of
asymmetry in microbursts.
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OBSERVED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DENVER~AND KANSAS CITY GUST FRONTS AND THEIR IMPACT
UPON THE PERFORMANCE ‘OF THE GUST FRONT DETECTION ALGORITHM *

Diana Klingle-Wilson and Michael F. Donovan
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Massachusetts02173

Number of observed gust fronts during the months of
%t~Jt$, and August at Denver (1988) and Kansas City (1989).
70 p$J
Denver Gust Fronts
Kansas City Gust Fronts
60

INTRODUCTION
The Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR)
testbed radar (known as FL-2) collected data near Denver’s
Stapleton Airport during 1988 and near the Kansas City International Airport (MCI) during 1989. One objective of the
TDWR Program is to detect gust fronts and their associated
wind shifts. This information can be used by an Air Traffic
Control (ATC) supervisor to plan runway changes and for
warnings of potentially-hazardous gust front-related wind
shearsto arriving and departing pilots. This function is performed by the gust front detection algorithm.
An ongoing assessmentof the performance of the
current TDWR gust front algorithm is necessaryto ensure
that the algorithm performs consistently in different environments. Such assessmentswere performed after the 1988
TDWR Operational Test and Evaluation in Denver and after
the 1989 operational seasonin KansasCity. This paper presents a comparison of gust front characteristics such as
length, duration, strength, and propagation speedand direction that occurred in Denver and KansasCity and a comparison of algorithm performance at each location.
In the following, the term gust front refers to the
leading edge of the thunderstorm outflow throughout its life
cycle. A gust front event is a single observation of a gust
front (on a radar volume scan) by the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL) ground-truth analyst.
2.
GUST FRONT CHARACTERISTICS
In order to compare the frequency of gust front occurrence in Denver and Kansas City, gust fronts during the
months of June, July, and August in Denver in 1988 and
in Kansas City in 1989 were tabulated. Although FL-2 operated outside these months at both locations, only these
months of operation were common to both demonstrations.
The distribution of these gust fronts is provided in Figure 1.
More gust fronts were observedin Denver (133) than in Kansas City (49) during this three-month period. In Denver, the
month of peak gust front activity was July, while in Kansas
City August was the month of peak activity.
Gust front strength is determined by the change in
Doppler velocity (AV) across the gust front. The strength
of a gust front is defined as “weak” for S m/s 5 AV < 30
m/s; “moderate” for 10 m/s I’AV < 15 m/s; “strong” for
15 m/s 2 AV < 25 m/s; and “severe” for AV 225 m/s. The
percent of gust front events in each strength category are
1.

June

July

August

shown in Figure 2. Kansas City gust events were stronger
than Denver gust events.
The distribution of lengths of gust front eventsis provided in Figure 3. Denver gust fronts tend to be shorter than
Kansas City gust fronts. The average gust front length for
Denver and KansasCity was 29 km and 31 km, respectively.
Figure 2.
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Percent of gust front events in each strength category.
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Figure 5.
Percent of Gust Fronts in each propagation speed category. The values on the ordinate are the midpoints of the intervals.
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Seventy-seven Denver (1988) and 66 Kansas City
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enver Gust Fronts

in each propagation

direction
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(1989) gust fronts were chosenfrom the complement of gust
fronts for analysis of duration and propagation. The distribution of gust front duration is shown in Figure 4. About
Percent of gust fronts in each duration category.
Figure 4.
values on the ordinate are the midpoints of the intervals.
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GUST FRONT/WIND
SHIFT
PREDICTION
PERFORMANCE

DETECTION

AND

The gust front algorithm servestwo functions: warning and planning. Wind shear hazard warnings are issued
when a gust front impacts the runways or within 3 miles of
the ends of the runways. The alarm messageconsistsof the
type of hazard (wind shear for gust fronts), the location and
expected gain in wind speed (e.g. wind shear alert, 35 knot
gain, one mile final). The planning function consistsof aierting an Air Traffic Control Supervisorwhen a changein wind
speed and/or direction due to a gust front at the airport is
imminent. A description of the algorithm and an assessment
of its performanceduring-the-1988Denver dperationai demonstration are.found in Kiingie-Wilson, et al., (1989), Merritt, et al. (1989), and Smith, et al., (1989).
3.1. ‘Warn& Performance
The ability of the algorithm to produce timely, useful
warnings rests upon its ability to detect convergent shears
in the Doppler velocity data. Two basic statistics were used

Gust Front Duration (minutes)

.82% of Kansas City gust fronts had durations of less than
60 minutes, as compared to 52% of Denver gust fronts. The
mean duration of Denver and Kansas City gust fronts was
71 and 42 minutes, respectively. Thus, Denver gust fronts
are longer-lived than Kansas City gust fronts.
The distributibn of gust front propagation speed is
.sho.wnin Figure 5., which indicates that Kansas City gust
fronts propagated faster than Denver gust fronts. The average propagation speed of Denver and Kansas City gust
fronts was about 7 m/s and 10 m/s, respectively.
The distribution of the direction toward which the
gust front propagated is given in Figure 6. In both Denver
and KansasCity, the preferred direction of propagation was
from the northwest quadrant to southeast quadrant.
24
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to quantify detection performance: Probability of Detection
(PdD) and Probability of False Alarm (PFA): These statistics are defined as:
POD = detected events
total events
PFA =
false alarms
correct alarms t false alarms
An event is a single observation (on a volume scan) by the
NSSL ground-truth analyst of a gust front in the radar data.
A detected event is an algorithmic declaration of a gust
front that overlaps ground truth. A false alarm is an algorithmic declaration that doesnot overlap ground truth. Only
those gust fronts that are located within 60 km of the radar
are truthed and scored. In general, it is more important to
‘detectthe stronger gust fronts since they represent the greatest hazard to aviation. For that reason, the following discussion deals only with gust fronts of moderate or greater
strength.
3.2.

POD, for all truthed gust fronts (of moderate or
greater strength) as a function of gust front strength, for
1989 Kansas City is shown in Table 1. (ALL refers to all
Probability

of Detection

MODERATESTRONG SEVERE
91%
100%
1988
73%
1989

72%

92%

81%

3.3.

Gust

The gust front algorithm estimates the wind shear
hazard associatedwith each gust front and issuesa warning
if the gust front is over the airport. The warning is composed
of two parts, the location of the wind shearand the intensity.
A warning is viewed as correct only if the gust front aIarm
is issued for the appropriate location along a runway center
line. The probability of correctly locating the wind shear
event is determined by computing the number of wind shear
alerts issued at the airport divided by the number wind shear
alerts that should have been issued. The results of this
analysis for 1988 (Denver) and 1989 (Kansas City) are
shown in Table 3. It is important to note that the ability
Probability of Correclly Detecting Wind Shear at
Table 3.
Airport
MODERATE

Gust Fronts Within 60km of the Radar

Table 1.

blowing against clutter, This was observedon the bluffs surrounding the Missouri River.

ALL
78%

PFA
2%

77%

13%

gust fronts of moderate or greater strength.) Corresponding
POD results from the 1988 Denver operational demonstration are provided for comparison. In general, there is little
difference in performance between 19.88and 1989.The largest POD differences are in the strong and severecategories.
However, one must take care in interpreting the POD for
severegust fronts since there was only one severeevent during 1988.
The POD does not indicate how well a gust front is
detected. One measure of the goodnessof the detection is
the percent of the length of the event that is detected by the
algorithm. The average Percent of Length Detected as a
function of gust front strength is given in Table 2.

STRONG

SEVERE

ALL

PFW

0%

1988

64%

86%

-

70%

1989

29%

68%

40%

45%

to correctly locate wind shear over MCI is significantly less
than over Stapleton. The reason for this is the location of
the radar relative to the respective airports.
The primary cause of missed detections was inadequate convergencein the radial direction. Becausethe algorithm detects only radial convergence,it is easier to detect
gust fronts that are oriented perpendicular to the radar
beam. As gust fronts move closer to the radar, less of their
lengths are oriented perpendicular to the beam, making
them more difficult to detect. An example of the loss of detection of a gust front as it moves over the radar is given
in Figure 7. The locations of the Stapleton and MCI airports
Example of the loss of a gust front detecfion as the gust
Figure 7.
passes over the radar. The rectangles represent ground truth
and the solid lines represent detections. MCI is located northeast
of the radar. DEN is lo ated orthwest of the ra ar
I
/c/J
v
/:

front

Average Percent of Lengfh Detected
Table 2.
SEVERE
ALL
STRONG
MODERATE
1988
.

.

1989

66%
59%

69%

61%

73%
50%

67%
60%

For the 1988 Denver and 1989 Kansas City data, the
Probability of False Alarm (PFA) was 2% and 13% respectively. A common producer of false alarms in Kansas City
was the vertical shear in the horizontal wind (i.e., winds increasing, decreasing, or veering with height). This change
of wind with height produced an apparent convergence in
the Doppler velocity field that was detectedby the gust front
algorithm. In addition, the locations of these regions were
roughly equal to the range of the airport from the radar,
resulting’in false warnings to pilots:Techniques for discriminating vertical wind shear-induced false alarms are under
investigation at NSSL.
A second source of false alarms was ground clutter
that was not completely removed by the clutter residue editing process. Since ground clutter exhibits a near-zero
Doppler velocity, a false convergence is created by winds
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40%

15km
relative to FL-2 are shown.

The preferred propagation direction for gust fronts
at both locations was northwest to southeast.Ifone assumes
that gust front orientation is perpendicular to propagation
direction, then the preferred gust front orientation is northeast to southwest.In Denver, Stapleton Airport was located
to the northwest of FL-2 and therefore most gust fronts that
passedover Stapleton were oriented perpendicular to the radar beam and the probability of detecting them was quite
good. However, when those gust fronts moved too close to
the radar (i.e., overhead) the detections were lost.
In Kansas City, MCI was located northeast of FL-2
with the result that most of the gust fronts that impacted
MCI were oriented parahel to the beam. In addition, those
gust fronts typically passedover the radar at the sametime
they were impacting the airport. Therefore, the probability
of detecting gust fronts over MCI and issuing warnings to
pilots was small. The ability to detect reflectivity thin lines
and/or azimuthal shears is essential in cases where the
TDWR radar site is unfavorable with respectto the local gust
front climatology.
The Probability of False Warning (PFW) is defined
as the number of false alarms issued divided by the total
number of alarms issued. For Kansas City 1989, the PFW
was 40% versus 0% for Denver 1988. The Kansas City false
warnings were due entirely to vertical shearsin the horizontal winds over the airport.
The accuracy of the wind shear intensity estimates
is scored by comparing the intensity expressed in the alert
to pilot reports as logged by observersin the tower. For 1989
and 1988, the average difference between pilot reports and
alerts was about 15 kts, with alerts overestimating wind
shear relative to pilot reports.
The number of pilot reports available for the analysis
of the wind shear hazard estimate is quite small (less than
10). There is some evidence in the literature (Wolfson,
1990) that suggeststhat the wind shear hazard associated
with a gust front may not be appropriately characterized by
the simple calculation used in the algorithm. From 1986
through 1989, the UND Citation aircraft performed a number of gust front penetrations. These data will be analyzed
to determine if the gust front wind shear hazard estimation
algorithm should be refined.
3.4. Planning
Runway managementis improved with the TDWR by
alerting an Air Traffic Control (ATC) Supervisor when a
wind shift is expected at the airport (forecasted location)
and the winds that will result after the gust front passage
(wind shift estimate). The forecasted location is scored by
determining if a forecast overlaps the truth region for the
time at which the forecast is valid. if so, a valid forecast
is declared. There are two type of errors in forecasts: forecasts whose locations do not agree,with the ground truth (a
missed forecast) and forecastsfor gust fronts that no longer
exist (a false forecast). Forecasts are made for 10 and 20
minutes into the future. The statistics for evaluation of the
performance of the forecasting function are the Probability
of a Correct Forecast (POCF) and Probability of False Forecast (PFF) and are given by:
number of valid forecasts
POCF =
number of events forecasted
number of false forecasts
PFF =
number of (forecasted events + false forecasts)
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POCF, as a function of gust front strength, is given
in Table 4. For Denver (1988), the PFF for the lO,.and 20
Table 4.
MODERATE
10 MIN
97%
20 MIN _ 82%

10 MIN
20 MIN

95%
95%

Probability of Correct Forecast
STRONG
SEVERE
ALL
1 19881

98%
100%
84%
1 1989 1
67%
100%
93%
100%

PFF

97%
83%

11%
18%

97%
94%

18%
21%

minute forecasts was 11% and 18%, respectively. For Kansas City (1989) the PFF for the 10 and 20 minute forecasts
was 18% and 21%, respectively. Forecasts were generated
only about 56% of the time. The high POCF values show
that, when generated, forecasts were very accurate.
The accuracy of the wind shift estimateis determined
by comparing the wind shift estimate to the mesonet data.
The averageabsolute difference in wind speedand direction
between the wind shift estimate and the mesonet data was
3 m/s and 30”, respectively. The wind shift speed was, on
the average, about 2 m/s larger than that determined from
the mesonet data and the wind shift direction was about 5”
counterclockwise of the mesonet wind direction. These results are nearly identical to the 1988 Denver results.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the gust fronts that occurred at each
location shows significant differences in gust front characteristics. Although Kansas City gust fronts were fewer in
number, they tended to be stronger, longer, faster-moving,
and shorter-lived than Denver gust fronts.
In general, there was no significant difference (between Kansas City and Denver) in the ability of the algorithm to detectgust fronts within GOkm of the radar. However, the ability of the current algorithm (which uses only
radial convergence)to generatewind shear hazard warnings
at MCI was less than at Denver. There appearsto be a preferred gust front orientation (northeast to southwest) in both
Denver and Kansas City. Stapleton airport was located
northwest of FL-2 and gust fronts moving over the airport
were perpendicular to the beam. MCI was located northeast
of FL-2 and gust fronts over MCI were aligned along the
radar beam. The incorporation of reflectivity thin line and/or
azimuthal shear detection into the gust front algorithm
would improve detection capability in casesof unfavorable
viewing angle.
I
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal,Aviation Administration (FAA) currently usesthe anemometer-basedLow Level Wind ShearAlert
System(LLWAS) as the primary method of wind shear detection at major U.S. airports. With the upcoming deploy
ment of the Terminal Doppler WeatherRadar (TDWR) system (Turnbull et al. 1989), potential methodsfor integrating
the two systemsare being investigated. By integrating, the
advantagesof both sensor systemscan be utilized. Advantages of the LLWAS ground sensor network include true
wind direction measurements,a high measurementfrequency, a lack of sensitivity to clear air reflectivity, and few false
alarms from radar point targets such as planes, birds, etc.
Advantagesof the radar include completescan coverageof
the region of concern, the ability to predict events, fewer
terrain problems such as sheltering which can reduce the
wind speedreadings,and almost no false alarms dueto nonhazardous wind shear such as thermals.
The objectivesof this study are to gain a cle.arerunderstandingof the basic relationship betweenthe wind information provided by these two very different sensing systems, and to determine the impact this relationship may
have on integration of the two operational systems.A proposed mathematical technique for “correcting” LLWAS
winds whereneededto better match radar winds is evaluated
for casesof microburst (divergent) and gust front (convergent) wind shear.
2.

ers. In general, a power law hasbeen found to best describe
the wind profile in the frictional boundary layer (e.g. Joffre
1984). This profile is generally dependenton the temperature lapse rate and ground roughness(Haltiner and Martin
1957).For this study, we choseto use the power law profile
to represent the winds measured by the anemometerand
radar since it provides for a nonlinear solution that accounts
for the inherent difference in sampling height. The power
law profile is stated:
u / u1 = ( z / Zl) p

where U and U1 representthe wind speedsat heights Z and
Z1 respectivelyand 0 1.p 5 1. The exponentp is empirically
derivedby comparing a large number of radar and anemometer wind values measuredduring a variety of wind shear
events.In our casep is dependentnot only on the lapse rate
and ground roughness, but on the inherent differences in
the two sensors.
3. ’ METHODOLOGY
3.1

l&a
Doppler weatherradar and surfaceanemometerdata
were collected during 1988 in Denver, CO as part of the
FAA TDWR measurementprogram and operational demonstration. Doppler wind measurementswere collected with
an S-Band radar (FL-2) developedand operatedby Lincoln
Laboratory (Evans and Turnbull 1989), while surface ane-

THE STUDY

In this study we use a large base of Doppler radar
and anemometerdata to determine a numerical reIationship
between the respective wind measurements.This relationship is influenced by:
Actual wind differences within the sampling spaces
1.
used by the two sensors.These include differences
due to sampling height, and effectsof local anemometer obstructions (both sheltering and channeling of
wind).
2.

(24
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SW =
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ssw s

Effects resulting from the different sensingmethodology, or from physical characteristics of the actual
sensors.

A number of studieshavebeen conductedto measure
the changeof wind speedwith height by mounting wind sensors on meteorologicaltowers or on existing television tow-

X FL2
Figure I . The 1988 LLWAS network at Stapleton International.
Airport in Denver, CO. The runways are denoted by the two pairs
of straight lines. UND and FL-2 radar locations are indicaied (X)
in the upper and lower right corners respectively.

*The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration. The United States Government assumes no
liability for its content or use thereof.
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mometer wind measurementswere collected from twelve
LLWAS sensorssituated in the vicinity of Denver’s Stapleton International Airport. Dual-Doppler data were created
using the University of N. Dakota C-Band radar (UND) and
XL-2 (Figure 1 ).

were recorded.Cornman et al. (1989) defined a “significant
fluctuation” model as an objectivebasis for identifying wind
shear events. The most recent automated LLWAS wind
shear detection algorithm (Comman and Wilson 1989;
UCAR 1990)attemptsto eliminate insignificant fluctuations
by applying a running weightedmeanfilter coveringapproximately 60-90 secondsin time. A similar approachwas taken here, except the values included in the 1 minute average
were evenly weighted.
The height of the center of the radar beam abovethe
surface anemometerranged from approximately 15’0m to
250 m. The heights above ground level of the 12 LLWAS
anemometersare shown in Figure 2 . In 1988, they ranged

Twelve caseswere chosento include a variety of meteorological eventsand wide range of radar reflectivity values. Casesincluded gust fronts, microbursts, areasof divergence, and areasof widespreadstrong winds that occurred
from mid-May to mid-August, and covered time periods
of approximately one-half to two hours each (Table 1).
3.2

Comparing Radar and AnemometerWinds

Doppler ,wind measurementswere taken from the
lowest elevation scan (either 0.3’ or 0.4“) which typically
updated at a rate of approximately once per minute. A sig
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold of 6 dB was applied to
reduce noisinessin, the data. Doppler (radial) velocity measurements were then read from the radar gate closest in
range and azimuth to each LLWAS station location, and
from the eight surrounding gates. The radar gate size was
120m in the radial direction and varied from approximately
200 m to 300 m azimuthally depending upon radar range.
The median Doppler velocity value from the nine gateswas
then used for comparison with the corresponding radial
component of ILWAS wind, provided at least four of the
gateswere not flagged as “bad data”, or empty due to SNR
thresholding. This filtering reducedthe effect of gateswhich
were contaminated with ground clutter or point targets.
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Figure 2 . Plot of the average value of the exponent p versus station height.

LLWAS wind measurementsare madeevery 6-7 seconds, so insignificant as well as significant wind fluctuations

from 7.6 m to 26.8 m. (Some anemometer heights have
since been raised to reduce sheltering.)

Chart showing the date, description, reflectivity. Doppler wind speed range, and number of data points for each case. The number
Table 1.
of data points refers to the average number of valid radar data points per station with SNR > 6 dB, suitable for comparison with LLWAS data.
[’ denotes case where 46% of the radar data containing the wind shear event were invalid after SNR thresholding and much of the valid data
was just above threshold. Data from this case were not used in the study.1

DATE

DESCRIPTION

DBZ

# DATA POINTS

WINDS m/s

19:15-21:oo

widespread ram, solid wind field

25 - 30

I -10 -> +2

48

18 MAY

21:00-22:00

multi-cell storm with some divergence,
turns into a line storm

up to 60

-12 -> +7

34

09 JUN

20:50-22:15

weak widespread cells

20 - 30

+2 -> +7

54

09 JUN

23:30-23:59

widespread winds, convergence line

up to 35

-12 -> +12

17

25 JUN

20:00-20:40

up to 50

-15 ->-Is

26

07 JUL

oo:oo-Ok00

10 km storm cell

up to 55

0 -> t10

42

11 JUL

22:00-23:00

region of widespread ram, strong microbursts
in the SE comer of the network

up to 40

-12 -> t7

41

10 km cellular storm moves N to S
divergent line at 22:50,
microburst 23:08-23:35

20 - 55

-15 -> 0

84

compact 10 km iine cell

10 - 25

‘10 MAY

16 JUL
17 JUL

I

(1988)

29 JUL
09 AUG

22:00-23:59
21:35-22:00

22:30-23:59 I
18:30-20:00

21 AUG 88 21:15-22:00

fine storm moving westward, gf at N end of the network

isolated 5 km cells over the
turns into a line storm by 23:50
network,
microburst located in the N end of the network
cellular storm at the S end of the network
becomes widesnread winds

28

-12 -> +12
-15 -> -10

51

+5 ->+12.5

50

1

up to 55
I

1

1

I

up to 15

t10 -> -15

0’

40 - 45
uuto 30

0 -> +5
-5 -> -8

30

I

3.3

Derivation of Power Law ExDonent

The power law profile provides a model of the atmospheric boundary layer by which the relationship between
radar and surface wind measurementsmay be assessed.
Referring to Eq. (2.1), values forp were calculated for each
LLWAS station by using the Doppler velocity as U, the radial component of the LLWAS wind as U1, the height of
the radar gateabovethe LLWAS station as 2, and the height
of the LLWAS station above the ground as Zr. Data from
the twelve casesprovided 5773 values of p for the 12 stations.
From this data set, the probability density versusthe
value of p was plotted. The plots yielded an approximately
normal distribution for each station (seeFigure 4 ), as measured by the x2 goodness-of-fit test. The mean value of p
and the standarddeviation were calculated for eachstation.
These values are shown in Table 2, and also indicated in
Figure 4 .
Statistical data from derivation
Table 2.
ship for twelve UWAS stations.

station

3.4

p’

of power law relation-

multiplier (z/z#
implied by:

0

p -112a

jj

-

012

Discussion of results

We found a large variation for the twelve stations,
and a significant range of variances as well. Wind speeds
measured at stations CF and N are m_ostrepresentativeof
the radar wind speed,with near-zero p values implying an
excellent anemometer exposure. Station SSE shows the
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Figure 3 . Plot of the average value of the exponentp versus station
distance from the FL-2 radar.

most difference, with p’ = 0.4. Notice also how low the varianceof the p distribution is for this station; the wind speeds
meas&redat SSEare alwaystoo slow. This may indicate the
need @ raise the anemometeror replace the bearings. The
large p values at stations S, SW, and W also imply a large
difference between the LLWAS and radar wind speeds.
There appearsto be little correlation betweenthe variability
of p with either the height of the LLWAS station (Figure 2 )
or its distance from the radar (Figure 3 ). The measured
differencescan be fairly confidently attributed to anemometer exposure and sensor maintenance at the different
LLWAS sites.
4.

APPLICATION

The representation of the difference in measured
wind speed between the radar and LLWAS with a power
law profile provides a useful method for “adjusting” the
LLWAS speedto some radar height equivalent. For a constant radar height, e.g. the averageheight of the lowest tilt
over the LLWAS network, the adjustment to the LLWAS
speedbecomeslinear for an individual station, represented
by (Z / Z#‘. Statistically, this would yield an overestimate
with respectto the radar equivalent wind speed50% of the
time.
For practical application, it is prudent to take a more
conservativeapproach and reduce the power law exponent
by someamount dependentupon the variance of p for a particular station. For instance,reducingp by one standarddeviation would reduce the probability of overestimation to
16%. This, however, would also reduce the adjustment to
a negligible amount. Since analysis of the error variance of
the sampledata indicated that a large portion of the overestimated winds were associatedwith low wind speedvalues,
it would seemreasonableto take an intermediate approach
and reduce the exponent by one-half standard deviation.
This appearsto provide a reasonablewind speedadjustment
with a sufficiently low percentageof overcorrection (30%).
Table 2 also includes the multiplication factors for
adjustment of &WA2 wind speedsto a radar equivalent,
using both the p,and p - o/2 as the exponent in the power
law relationship, and a typical radar scan height of 200 m.
4.1

Microburst Case Study

In order to observethe potential impact of the LLWAS
wind adjustment,we applied it to data from a strong microburst event which affectedflight operationsat StapletonAirport on 11 July 1988 (Schlickenmaier1989).The microburst
developedas a series of pulses along a line to the east and
south of the east-west runways from 2206-2221 UTC.
Figure 5 showsLLWAS wind plots at two instancesduring
the microburst period. Figure S (a) (2209:22 UTC) shows
the location of two main pulses (labeled A and B) along the
microburst line. The locations of these pulses were determined through analysis of single- and dual-Doppler radar
data, and supplemental surface anemometer data. By
2211:21UTC [Figure 5 (b)], a third pulse (C) is identified
near station SSE.Pulse B ultimately provided the strongest
shear, as radar data indicated more than 80 knots of headwind loss to the east of the east-west runways. The shear
from this pulse, however, was beyond the range of the
LLWAS network and not fully sensedby the anemometer
system.
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Figure 4 . Histogram plots of the probability density of p for each station where p is the value of the power law profile
.
the’standard deviation, and N is the total number of data points used to determine the distribution.
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level (the approximate averageheight of the low-elevation
tilts over the network), conservatively applying the power
law by reducing the empirical value of p by u/2. The adjustment of the LLWAS wind speed made it more consistent
with the dual-Doppler wind, prior to the microburst.However, once the microburst winds began to affect a station, the
LLWAS wind speed was greater than that from dualDoppler data, and the adjustment of the LLWAS wind actually increasedthe difference in wind speedas measured
by the two systems.

Figure 5 . LLWAS winds for 11 July 1988 at a) 2209:22 UTC and
b) 2211:21 UTC. One full barb represents 10 m/s. Runways are denoted by bold straight lines. Positions of main microburst pulses are
lettered A, B, and C.

The LLWAS winds (adjusted and unadjusted) were
comparedwith wind vectors from dual-Doppler radar data,
with particular attention to those stationsaffectedby the microburst, namely SE, SSE,SCF, S, and SSW.The LLWAS
wind speedswere adjustedto a height of 200m aboveground

Two examples of this overcorrecting are shown in
Figure 6 . At station SSE, the adjustment to the LLWAS
wind speedmakesit more consistentwith the dual-Doppler
speedup until 2208 UTC, at which time there is a spike in
the wind speedresulting from the nearby microbufst. For
the next few minutes, the LLWAS speedis either equal to
or greater than that measuredfrom dual-Doppler data, and
the adjustmentof the LLWAS wind results in a greater differencefrom the dual-Doppler wind. A similar affect is seen
at Station SE [Figure 6 (b)], as the third pulse in the microburst caused a wind speed spike shortly after 2210 UTC,
at which time the LLWAS wind speedsgenerally exceedthe
radar speeds.A possibleexplanation for this overcorrecting
is discussedin section 4.3.
4.2
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Figure 6 . Time series plots of wind speed and direction for LLWAS
(solid line), adjusted LLWAS (dashed line), and dual-Doppler synthesized winds (circles) for LLWAS stations a) SSE and b) SE during
a microburst event.
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Gust Front Case Study

On 17 July 1988 a strong gust front traversed the
LLWAS network shortly after 2130 UTC with the strongest
component of wind oriented radially with respect to the
FL-2 radar. Unlike the previous microburst case in which
the strong winds developed impulsively from a downdraft
directly over the LLWAS network, the strong winds here
propagated over the network from the northwest.
Figure 7 shows both the unadjusted and adjusted radial
component wind speedtraces for two LLWAS stations as
compared to the radar-measured wind.
For Station SSE,statistical analysisyielded a significant adjustment for the LLWAS wind speed (Station SSE
has the highest adjustment factor). It can be seen in
[Figure 7 (a)] that this adjustment to the LLWAS wind
speedis successfulin bringing the LLWAS winds closer to
the radar winds. In the case of station SCF [Figure 7 (b)],
wherestatistical analysisyielded a much smaller adjustment
to the LLWAS winds, the results are very similar to Station
SSEin that the LLWAS wind estimate is greatly improved.
LLWAS winds are not overcorrectedin either case.

The overcorrection by the empirical power law relationship during the microburst (divergent) wind shearevent
may be explainable by the deviation from the typical vertical
wind profile within the lower boundary layer during a microburst [Figure 8 (a)]. As the microburst reachesthe ground,
its downward momentum locally perturbs the vertical wind
profile, and the horizontally divergent wind results in a very
thin layer of very’high wind speedsnear the ground. In contrast, the boundary layer wind profile in a gust front
[Figure 8 (b)] conforms better to that modelled with an average power law profile. Also, the radar measurementof
wind over a pulse volume in this case more nearly equals
31
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Figure 7 . Plot of radial component of wind speeds with respect to FL-2 as measured by radar (solid line), LLWAS (bold dashed line),
and adjusted LLWAS (dashed line) at location of LLWAS stations a) SSE and b)SCF.
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Figure 8 . Schematic illustration of wind speed profile for surface
conditions a) with strong divergent wind shear, and b)slrong persistent straight line winds.

a point measurement, because the wind speed variations
with height are smaller.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been found that wind speedmeasurementsby
surface anemometersand by Doppler radar were, in general, quite comparableover the Denver 1988LLWAS network
for a set of 11 days with appreciable weather. We used the
exponent p from the power law shown in Eq. (2.1) as an
indicator of the correlation between surface and radar wind
speeds.In Figure 4 it can be seenthat the highest probability density of p occurs fairly close to zero for most of the
stations. Suchp values imply the need for little or no correction of surface wind speeds.A few of the stations (i.e. SSE,
S, W. and SW) show higher p values. These higher values
are most likely the result of poor anemometersiting or a
mechanical problem with the sensor. The best solution
would be to resite or raise the anemometer,but this is not
always possible. The possibility of providing the necessary
correction numerically using the power law profile was evaluated.
A closer look at the data reveals that during microburst conditions, where a strong downdraft results in a horizontal spreadingof air close to the surface, the two sensors

yield equivalent speeds.During such events the application
of a wind speedcorrection factor is not necessaryand could
result in the overestimation of ground wind speeds.In the
caseof a gust front, however,where winds are generally parallel to the surfaceand penetratethe surfaceboundary layer
to a lesser extent, the comparisonbetween the two sensors
is not as good. It has been shown that in these casesthe
application of a correcting factor can make LLWAS winds
more comparable to Doppler radar winds.
6.
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VERTICAL REFLECTIVITY PROFILES: AVERAGED STORM STRUCTURES
AND APPLICATIONS TO FAN-BEAM RADAR WEATHER DETECTION IN THE U.S. *

Seth W. Troxel and Cynthia D. Engholm
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Massachusetts02173
.. _.
The FAA is deploying over 100 next generation airport surveillance radars (ASR-9) at selectedmajor airports
acrossthe country. Like previous A!%, the ASR-9 utilizes
dual broad elevationfan beams(Pigure 1) along with a rapid
scan rate (12.5 RPM) to exerciseits primary function of detecting aircraft over a 60 nmi radius. In addition, the ASR-9
has a separatededicatedweather reflectivity channel which
allows air traffic controllers to display quantitative precipitation intensity reports corresponding to the NWS six-level
intensity scale on their PPI display. The 30 second update
rate of the weather channel coupled with the large sample
volume swept by the ASR-9 fan-beam combine to provide
timely and useful indications of precipitation intensity within
the terminal airspace.
The PPI display of precipitation intensity which is
presented to the air traffic controller is essentially a 2-D
(R,e) representation of the 3-D (R,O,+) reflectivity field
sampled by the fan-shaped beam of the ASR-9. Since the
antenna gain varies with elevation angle (Pigure I), the parameter reported by the ASR-9 weather channel represents
a beam-weighted, vertically averagedestimate of storm intensity. Previousresearchhas shownthat the vertically inte.. - grated reflectivity automatically reported by fan-beam radars such as the ASR-9 correlates well with estimates of
vertically integratedliquid water content (ViL), a useful meteorological parameter which is a measureof overall storm
intensity. (Dobson, et al., 1978, Alaka, et al., 1979). Dobson found a linear relationship betweenVIL and fan-beam
reflectivity from 30 to 60 dBZ assumingthe beam is filled
with precipitation (see discussion in Section 4).
If the beam is non-uniformly or only partially filled
with precipitation, then the inherent vertical integration introduced by the fan-beam may cause an underestimation
of the storm intensity. This beam filling loss is most acute
at long range, where the vertical extent of the beam intercepts more than 10 km of altitude. The magnitude of this
error dependson the complex interaction betweenthe vertical reflectivity structure of the storm and its interception by
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Figure I.
ASR-9 antenna pattern in the principal elevation
plane. Black curve is low beam; gray curve is high beam. Plot
is for a 0” elevation antenna tilt.

the fan-shaped beam. If the shape and altitude extent of
the vertical reflectivity profile (such as could be provided
by a pencil-beam radar) are known, then a.suitable adjustment can be calculated and applied to the fan-beam reflectivity estimate in order to produce the desired reflectivity
report.
The six-level weather thresholds are stored in processormemory for each range gate as functions of receive
beam (high or low). The thresholdscan be adjustedto compensate for beam filling losses. The adjustmentsinitially
implemented in the ASR-9 were derived using a reflectivity
profile model which assumesthe maximum reflectivity of
the storm is distributed, constantly from the surface up to
4 km, and then falls off at 3 dBZ per km above4 km. The
successof the reflectivity correction dependson how well
the model profile matchesactual storm profiles. If regional
variations in general storm morphologyare significant, then
different beam filling loss correction models may ‘need to
be developedfor specific regions. Understandingthe significance of these regional variations in storm vertical reflectivity structure and their impacton ASR-9 weatherreport accuracy provided the motivation for this study.

*The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation AdmMstration. The United States Government assumes no
liabiity.for its content or use thereof.
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2.

METHOD

2.1.

Overview

do; Kansas City, Missouri; Huntsville, Alabama; Boston,
Massachusetts;and Seattle,Washington.
2.3.

Volumetric pencil-beam radar data from selected
sites in the continental U.S. were used to construct vertical
profiles of reflectivity from which VIL, echotops and bases,
and mean reflectivity profiles were calculated. The pencilbeam data were also used to construct the vertical profile
maximum projection &, - a useful 2-D reflectivity representationfor air traffic control purposesin summertime
convectivestorms. Z&, representsa conservativereport of
storm intensity’ and is indicative of the worst conditions
which may be encounteredby an aircraft at any altitude.
There may be situationsin which the & parameterization
is not appropriate.For example, &-would be overly sensitive to profile peakscausedby bright-band effects. A bright
band is an enhancedreflectivity layer occurring in the region
of ice-to-water phasechange,usually not indicative of vigorous vertical motions.
.’A simulation facility was developedwhich calculates
the equivalent ASR-9 fan-beam reflectivity estimate for a
reflectivity profile positioned at any .range from the radar
(see Section 2.4). By using this facility, we were able to
assessthe amount of adjustment in the ASR-9 reflectivity
estimatesrequired to produce the desired & reflectivity
product.
2.2.

Construction of Vertical Reflectivity Profiles

Eachradar volume scanconsistedof a seriesof fullcircle or sectorPPIscanscontaining between5 and 20 elevation tilts. Selectedazimuth sectors of these volume scan
data were mappedonto a cylindrical coordinate grid having
a rangeradius of 111km and a height of 20 km. Azimuthal
and range granularity were matched to those of an ASR-9
- 1.41” and 0.926km respectively - while vertical granularity was0.5 km. A profile cylinder generatedfrom a fullcircle volume scan could therefore contain ‘as many as
30,720 individual vertical reflectivity profiles.
Each of the individual profiles in the cylinder was
smoothedusing a vertical reflectivity gradient checkto reject
single-point outhers caused by clutter residue or noise
spikesin the data. Profile bins which remained empty after
polar-to-cylindrical coordinate mapping were filled using
a cubic interpolator-yspline.
2.4.

ASR-9 Fan-Beam Reflectivitv Computation

For each of the reflectivity profiles in the cylinder,
the equivalent ASR-9 fan-beam reflectivity Z,,, was computed at 4 nmi range intervals from 0 to 60 nmi and for both
high and low receive beams using:

Site Selection

In order to examine regional variations in precipitating cloud systems,the continental U.S. was divided into five
regions : Fast (E), Florida and South Plains (S), Midwest
@I), High Plains (HP), and West (W) (Figure 2). Digital

(1)

Here Z(R,+) is the vertical reflectivity profile value found
at range R and elevation angle $ (horizontal stratificatidn
of the reflectivity profile is assumed in converting from
height to elevation angle ), and B,(+) and B,(+) are respectively the transmit and receive antenna gain at elevation
angle 4. Antenna gain measurementswere previously obtained from a testbed ASR-9.
2.5.

Calculation of VIL

The vertically integrated liquid water content (VIL)
was computedfor a given vertical reflectivity profile using
the formulation proposedby Greene (1972):
hIOP
I’LL = 3.44 x 10-6s
‘-v+flr@

Z4”dh

(2)

hlrse

2. - . ASR-9 Beam FIulng LQSSStorm Model Regions.

radar data recordedduring previous field experimentsusing
radars operated by MIT Lincoln Laboratory @L-2), MIT
Center for Meteorology and Physical Oceanography, and
NCAR (CP-3) were obtained for one representative site
from,eachregion. The sites selectedwere: Denver, Colora34

where hbucand htopare the cloud base and cloud top .in meters, and Z is the radar reflectivity factor in the standard
units of mm6/m3. VL has units of kg/m2 and represents
the in-cloud water content per unit area.

2.6.

Calculation of ASR-9 Reflectivitv Adjustments

The ASR-9’s weather thresholds are stored as functions of range, receive beam, and weather level. .-The
Z,,(R,beam,weather level) curves and the &, values provide the information neededto derive threshold adjustments
to bring the measured reflectivity in line with &,.
The
problem becomesone of computing the reflectivity scaling
factor q which minimizes the mean square relative error E
betweenG, and Z,, over the ensembleof profiles {pl, pz,
.... PN-1, PN}::
--

l 2(R,beam,wxlevel) = c

72

r

La * (3)

Table 1. Storm profile intensity classification criteria.

Reflectivity (dBZ)
[NWS Levels]
Weak

< 41

pgLrl

zxla

r@,beam,wx level) =

*
&s?

p=l

(4)

/ zxlax2)

Equation (4) was used to calculate Q (the reciprocal of the
required threshold adjustment) as a function of range for
both receive beams and for each of the six NWS weather
levels. The weather level of a profile was defined to be the
NWS level corresponding to &,.
3.

VERTICAL BEPLECPIVPIY PROFILES

Vertical reflectivity profiles .from each site were
grouped into three intensity classifications, and the mean
profile for each intensity category was computed. Profiles
were assigned the greatest intensity category defined by
peak reflectivity or altitude (18 dBZ top) criteria shown in
Table 1. Mean profiles for the moderate and strong storm
intensity categoriesfor each of the five sites are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 with solid curves. The number.of profiles
used to calculate each site-specific mean profile is given
in parentheses. An overall mean profile was constructed
by computing the unweighted mean of the five site-specific
mean profiles for each intensity category and is depicted as
a dashedcurve in each of the graphs of Figures 3 and 4.
Resultsfrom Konrad (1978) for observations taken at WallopsIsland, Virginia are also shownfor comparison. Konrad
computed mean profiles from individual profiles grouped
into 5 dBZ bins. For comparison with our results, we regrouped Konrad’s mean profiles into our corresponding
moderate or strong intensity categories, normalized each
mean profile by it’s peak reflectivity value, and computed
mean relative reflectivity profiles.
Moderate profiles from Boston, Denver, Huntsville,
and KansasCity tend to fall off significantly between 8 and

35

< 25,000

El - 21
Moderate

41 - 50
13 - 41

> 50
[5

The scaling factor which minimizes the error is given by:

Altitude (ft)

25,000 - 35,000

> 35,000

- 61

12 km. This is probably associatedwith the rapid decrease
of moisture near the tops of the storms and the limiting effect of the tropopause. The Wallops Island profile is not
inconsistentwith this idea. The Huntsville, KansasCity, and
Wallops Island profiles indicate a sharp reduction in drop
sizesand/or number density abovea surface-basedhigh relative reflectivity layer. The surface-basedconstant reflectivity layer seenin the Denver profile exhibits lower relative
reflectivity presumably due to the presence of a dry subcloud environment in some of the profiles. Profiles constructed from wintertime stratiform precipitation in Seattle
are quite different from those from other sites. The mean
profile exhibits a pronouncedpeak at 3 km, which is attributed to bright band effects.
Strong mean profiles extended 2-6 km higher than
their moderatecounterparts (Figure 4). This is especially
true of the Kansas City profiles, probably because of the
increasedfrequencyof supercell stormsin the Midwest. The
Wallops Island profiles showedthe least amount of change
betweenthe two intensity categories. There were almost no
strong profiles from the Seattledata set, so no mean profile
was constructed for this category.
In order to characterize the representativenessof the
mean profiles, the standard deviation of relative reflectivity
was computed as a function of altitude over the ensemble
of profiles from eachsite (Figure 5). The standard deviation
was computedbasedon normalized linear reflectivity units
which range from 0 to 1. Hence, a standard deviation of
0.30 representsa variability of 30 percent. The standard
deviations are between 0.35 and 0.40 at the surface, with
a slight decreasein variability with height up to approximately 8 and 12 km for moderate and strong profiles, respectively. This region of relatively high variability implies
the presenceof small-scale reflectivity cores occurring over
a range of altitudes. The large magnitude of this variability
suggeststhat mean profiles should not be used in computations sensitive to small-scale features.
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Figure 3.
Mean vertical relative reflectivity profiles (solid line)
of moderate intensity for each of the five sites and for Wallops
Island (from Konrad, 1978). Dashed line is S-site mean profile.
Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of profiles used to
determine the mean.

4.
COMPARISON OF CORRECTEDASR-9 REFLECHVITY ESTIMATEg AND VIL.
Mean vertical reflectivity profiles are useful for characterizing climatological similarities and differences between sites and different storm intensities. However, we
found that the use of mean profiles for deriving threshold
adjustmentsdoesnot accountfor small-scale featuresoften
observed in the individual profiles. Thesefeatures may be
peaksassociatedwith regionsof hail growth or heavyprecipitation aloft and may presentsignificant hazardsto aircraft.
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Figure 4.

(dB)

As in Figure 3 but for strong profiles.

Mean vertical reflectivity profiles are therefore inappropriate for determining fan-beam reflectivity adjustments.
An illustration of this can be seenin Figure 6a which
showsa set of three syntheticreflectivity profiles normalized
by their own maximum reflectivity and whose shapesare
comparable to profiles commonly observed at different
stagesduring the evolution of a storm cell. The corresponding mean profile is given in Figure 6b. The deep layer of
near-maximum
reflectivity apparent in the mean profile is
an artifact ‘resulting from the averaging of profiles with
peaks at varying altitudes. Clearly, if a vertically averaged
quantity such as Z,, is computed for the mean profile and
comparedagainstthe correspondingLsxr the resulting dis-
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Differential reflectivfty between the verticalprofile maximum and uncorrected ASR-9 reflectivity for the
three profiles and their mean shown in Figure 6. Curves are
for the low receive beam.

evaluation are shown in Figure 8 as a function of range.
Shown are the results for the observedor uncorrectedASR
reflectivities, the current operational correction, and the exponential fit or new correction. A significant improvement
over the current correction is achievedby using the new corrections computed according to the method of minimizing
the error.
Or
-30

0

Relative Reflectivity (dB)
6)

-30

0

Relative Reflectivity (dB)
(b)

Figure 6.
Example of (a) three individualprofiles
{normalized
by their maximum value) and (b) the corresponding mean profile
(not normalized a second time).

agreementwill be small, suggestingthat very little adjustment of the Z,,, estimate is required. Figure 7 plots the
differential reflectivity betweenZ,,, (uncorrected) and Z,,,,
using individual and averagedprofiles. Relativeto the mean
profile, a significantly greater differential reflectivity is seen
between Z,,, and G, computed from the individual profiles in Figure 6a, especially at those rangeswhere the nose
of the radar beam intercepts the storm profile above or below the profile peak.
The method adopted for computing a correction to
the ASR reflectivity observationsin order to more accurately
report the storm intensity minimized the error between the
reported reflectivity (Z-3 and the desiredreflectivity(Ga.
This computation was done for each of the five sites separately with one correction for each of the six NWS weather
levels. These “site/level dependent” corrections were then
combined and an exponential fit to the data was calculated
to define the new correction. The metric used to evaluate
the successof the correction was the percentageof profiles
assignedto the correct weather level. The results of this
37
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Evaluation of the effectiveness of the new correction
compared to the current correction and the uncorrected reports
of precipitation intensity. See text for further explanation.

Dobson (1978) found that fan-beam reflectivity was
well correlated to VIL for a set of 37 profiles between the
values of 30 and 70 dBZ. 115,000profiles were available
in the samereflectivity range from the data set used in this
study and are also found to be well correlated to VIL. The
correlation was computedfor both uncorrectedASR reflectivity and ASR reflectivities adjusted with the new correction. This is shown in Figure 9 with boxes and triangles for

were found to be inappropriate for use in calculation of the
adjustmentsof the weather levels.

the uncorrectedand correctedASR reflectivities, respectively. A linear fit to the data in dB units was computed for
each reflectivity product, and yield correlation coefficients
of 0.85 and 0.88, respectively,for profiles with reflectivities
greater than 30 dBZ. Inspectionof the data suggestsa linear
relationship between VIL and fan-beam reflectivity for
reflectivities above20 cIBZ,but that this relationship breaks
down for reflectivities lessthan 20 dBZ. Note that for values
less than the NWS level 1 threshold (18 dBZ), no’correkion
is applied. The results shownhere differ slightly from the
results of Dobson (1978) (Figure 9 dashed line).
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Weather level adjustmentswere computed by minimizing the relative error betweenthe fan-beam reflectivity
Z,, and the storm intensity representedby &,. ,A single
correction was found to be suitable for all regions and
weather levels. This correction yields substantial improvement over the initial adjustmentbased on a model reflectivity profile. Both adjusted and uncorrected fan-beam
reflectivity estimateswere found to be linearly correlated
with VIL for reflectivities above 20 dBZ. This result may
be useful in future interpretation of fan-beam reflectivity
estimates.
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SUMMARY

The ASR-9 radar providesair traffic controllers with
estimatesof precipitation intensity quantized into the NWS
six weather levels. The fan-beam reflectivity estimatesmay
not be representative of the storm intensity in those instances where the vertical reflectivity profile is non-uniform. To counteract this effect, the weather reflectivity
thresholds may be adjustedon a regional and range basis.
Five regions acrossthe continental United Stateswere identified, and one site from each region studied. The analysis
began with a characterizationof the vertical reflectivities at
each site through derivation of the mean profiles for moderate and strong storms. Examination of these profiles and
their associatedstandard deviations lead to the conclusion
that there is a large degree of variability in the shapes of
these profiles and the altitude extent of the highest.reflectivity features. Becauseof this variability, mean profiles
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INTRODUCTION

Wind shear is a major cause of aircarrier accidents
in the United States,and most of these accidents have been
caused by one particular form of wind shear called a
Y microburst (Zorpette, 1986).Microbursts have been defined
as small scale, low-altitude, intense downdrafts which impact the surface and cause strong divergent outflows of
wind. We know they are associatedwith thunderstorms and
are usually but not always accompanied by heavy rainfall
at the. ground. However, a number of meteorologically distinct phenomena associated with thunderstorms can give
rise to strong downdrafts and high surface winds. Most microburst research has focussed on the main precipitation
driven downdraft of thunderstorms, both with and without
significant surface ,rainfall. But other downdraft types such
as the dynamically driven downdrafts at low altitude associated with “vortices” at the leading edgeof expanding thunderstorm outflows and with “roll clouds” have also been associated with the microburst problem.
In this paper, I discuss these two primary forms of
low altitude downdraft phenomena in thunderstorms. This
differentiation is essential to discovering exactly what atmospheric conditions lead to the development of the most
hazardousmicrobursts. A physically basedpredictive model
for thunderstorm downdraft strength is presented which
shows that the radar reflectivity of a storm alone cannot be
used an a hazard index; information about the static stability
of the atmosphere is also essential. I then show that the
downdrafts associatedwith the gust front around a cold outflow from a small isolated thunderstorm, a microburst, are
inherently stronger at low altitudes than those found in more
5. strajght-line gust fronts. Finally, I reexamine the most recent fatal U.S. microburst accident, the crash of Delta 191
at Dallas/Ft. Worth in 1985, and show that both types of
low altitude downdrafts were encounteredas part of the “microburst”, although the downdrafts came from different
storms.
2.

THE MICROBTJRST AIRCRAFT HAZARD

Three major aircraft accidents account for all of the
aviation fatalities attributed specifically to microbursts in
the United States ( see Table 1 ). The first of these - the
crash of Eastern 66 at Kennedy airport in New York on 24
June 1975 (112 fatalities, 12 injuries) - led to the introduction by Fujita and Byers (1977) of the new downburst/microburst terminology. The two other fatal microburst accidents
were Pan Am 759 at New Orleans International airport on
9 July 1982 (152 fatalities, 9 injuries), and Delta 191 at Dallas/I%. Worth International airport on 2 August 1985 (130
fatalities, 31 injuries). No one escapedinjury in any of these
*The work described here was sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration. The United States Government assumes no
liability for its content or use thereof.
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accidents. In all three of these cases, the thunderstorm
downdraft implicated in the accident descendedinto a preexisting outflow that was produced from a nearby thunderstorm. The presenceof the turbulent gust front at the leading
edgeof the pre-existing outflow wasnot taken into consideration in assessmentsof the wind shearhazard in these cases.
In two of the four additional fatal accidentsattributed
to thunderstorm low altitude wind shear ( Table 1 ), roll
clouds were noted by eyewitnesses.These were the crash
of a Braniff Airways plane at Falls City, NE on 6 August
1966 and the crash of an Ozark Air Lines plane St. Louis,
MO on 23 July 1973. No one escapedinjury in these two
accidents, either. In the Falls City crash, “ground witnesses
observedthe aircraft to fly into or over a roll cloud preceding
a thunderstorm and shortly thereafter saw an explosion in
the sky.followed by a fireball falling out of the cloud. Two
pieces, later identified as major portions of the right wing
and empennage,were seenfalling separatelyfrom the main
part of the aircraft. Shortly thereafter the witnesses noted
high gusty surface winds and light to moderate rain which
accompaniedthe passageof a squall line through the area.
The cause of the accident was determined to be inflight
structural failure caused by extreme turbulence” (Rudich
1986). Roll clouds mark the ascendingbranch of a horizontal vortex, usually either the gust front itself, a solitary wave,
or part of anundular bore (Smith 1988). Before microbursts, gust fronts were considered the primary form of aviation hazardous low altitude wind shear. The information
in Table 1 indicates that they are indeed extremely hazardous.
What role did the low altitude downdrafts and turbulence associatedwith the gust front at the leading edge of
a pre-existing outflow play in the three microburst related
fatal aircraft accidents?Certainly the divergent headwindtailwind shear of the thunderstorm outflow itself can easily
become strong enough to cause an unmanageable loss of
lift to an aircraft penetrating it ( Figure 1 ). Figure 2 shows
that the magnitude of the downdraft velocity has as much
effect as the horizontal wind shear on the ability of a plane
to maintain its speed and glide slope profile. But
Figure 2 also showsthat even performance increasing wind
shear (increasing headwind) and updrafts, typically associated with gust fronts, can be unsafe when their magnitudes
are large. The effect of turbulenceon aircraft control is not
captured by the F-factor index, but the hazard can be extreme, especially at low altitudes.
I suggestthat the pre-existing gust front in each of
the fatal microburst accident casesmay have.addeda crucial
ingredient to the overall hazard encountered. When a thunderstorm outflow forms on top of an existing gust front, two
hazardousregions becomejuxtaposed that would otherwise
be physically separate. This combinationmay be what was
first called a downburst, and later ,a microburst, by Fujita
and Byers (1977).

Table 1 . Aircraft accidents in the United States attributable to microbursts or low altitude wind shear associated with thunderstorms. Wind
speed is given in meters per second, and cell diameters are given in kilometers. FIIIV indicates number of fatalities, injured, and uninjured.
Information adapted from Viemeister (1961), Fujita (X985), Rudich (1986), and Laynor (1986). MB indicates microburst,
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Figure I . Schematic drawing of an aircraft encounter with a microburst. Notice that the increased headwind lifts the plane above
its intended glideslope while the increased tailwind causes the plane
to fall below its intended glideslope. This simplified view of a microburst is inaccurate because it does not depict the extremely turbulent
vortex at the leading edge of the outflow.
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Figure 2 . Definition of F-factor wind shear hazard index. Typical
threshold valuks (Fo) for jet transport range from 0. IO - 0.15. Notice that all of the aircraft accidents are thought to have taken.place
in the quadrant associated with divergent horizontal winds and downward vertical velocities along the flight path. Adapted from Targ and
Bowles (1988).
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3.

PREDICTING
THUNDERSTORM
AND OUTFLOW STRENGTH

DOWNDRAFT

Certainly a newly formed thunderstorm downdraft
and surface outflow were key factors in all the microburst
- aircraft accidents. In this section, I focus on the identification of observable parameters that will allow quantitative
prediction of the eventual maximum downdraft and outflow
strengths.

I
I
.

A great deal of research over the last few years has
attempted to quantify the factors influencing the development of the strongest thunderstorm downdrafts and outflows. One of the apparent mysteries is that thunderstorms
with quite different downdraft and outflow strengths can occur simultaneously, in the same environment. Even when
the reflectivity or water content of these cells is taken into
account, differences remain that are related to cell forcing,
geometry, or the proximity and strength of neighboring convection. Another apparent mystery is that storms with similar reflectivity levels on different days produce very different
strength outflows. Because of the proportionality between
reflectivity and the downward acceleration due to water
loading, some argue there should be a monotonic relationship between downdraft/outflow strength and reflectivity.
Yet evidence is to the contrary (e.g., Wilson et al. 1984; Biron and Isaminger 1989). This is, in part, becauseenvironmental factors that promote the thermodynamic generation
of negative buoyancy are of crucial importance in determining the ultimate downward acceleration and observeddowndraft strength. Subtle differences in the vertical temperature
structure of the environment, such as the existence and
height of any elevated stable layers or inversions, also play
an important role in determining the ultimate downdraft
strength (Knupp 1987).
3.1.

..
v

Model Derivation

Although a number of observational studies on determining reliable precursors for microbursts have been performed (e.g., Campbell and Isaminger 1989; Potts 1989),
none have gone beyond basic statistical correlation of these
precursors with resultant outflow strength. The approach
used here is to quantitatively predict thunderstorm downdraft and outflow strength with a simple model based on
the vertical momentum and continuity equations. The published axisymmetric numerical thunderstorm model output
of Proctor (1989; referred to as P89), Krueger and Wakimoto (1985; KW) and Droegemeier and Babcock (1989; DB)
is used as “data” to derive the model. Details of the derivation not presented here can be found in Wolfson (1990).
The vertical momentum equation is used to indicate
the expected dependenceof the vertical velocity on the various forcing mechanismsat work in the thunderstorm downdraft. Neglecting entrainment, the Boussinesq form of the
vertical momentum equation can be written as:

d_w=
dt

8’
g TJ-

-g(lti)

-$

(3.1)

where w is the vertical velocity, t is time, g is the gravitational acceleration, 80 is the potential temperature of the environment which varies only in height and 0’ is the difference in potential temperature between a parcel and the
environment, ( I + i) is the massmixing ratio of liquid water
plus ice, P’ is the perturbation pressure, POis the density
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which varies only in height, and the subscript z denotespartial differentiation in height. Perturbation pressurebuoyancy
itself (as opposedto its vertical gradient) and frictional effects are ignored. Buoyancy effects of humidity in the environment have not been included but they can be easily by
substituting virtual potential temperature for 8 in Eq. (3.1).
The rationale behind the model developmentis to relate each term in the vertical momentum equation to the observable environmental or storm characteristics that are
physically responsible for its ultimate magnitude. A number
of simplifying assumptionshave to be made. The total vertical acceleration is approximated as:
(3.2)
This representsthe left hand side of Eq. (3.1). Making this
substitution, and integrating Eq. (3.1) in height, the following dependenceof the vertical velocity on the depth of the
downdraft column results:
W2

-

forcing

* A2

Knupp (1987) showed that this downdraft depth can be related to the “transition level” in the sounding. The downdraft velocity data from the caseshe investigated do show
this square root dependenceon the height of the transition
level. Addis (1984) showeda similar dependenceof the vertical velocity on the height of the downdraft column in his
convective storm outflow modelling work.
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) is
the temperature buoyancy. For a given condensatemixing
ratio, the downdraft velocity will increase as the lapse rate
in the subcloud environment increases from stable toward
neutral values, largely becauseof the resultant temperature
buoyancy contribution to the vertical acceleration. Studies
have shownthat for strong downdrafts and outflows to occur
at lapse rates below about 7 K/km, high reflectivity must
be present. However, when the lapse rate approachesthe
dry adiabatic value, almost any concentration of precipitation can produce strong downdrafts, especially if the subcloud layer is deep. Srivastava (1985) calculated the temperature excessof descendingair parcels over their ambient
environment for various subcloud lapse rates and liquid
water mixing ratios, using a model basedon evolution equations for raindrop mass and size distribution, thermody
namic energy, water substance, and vertical velocity. His
tabulated data show a quadratic dependenceof this temperature difference on lapse rate for a given liquid water mixing
ratio:
8’-

r

2

or

W2,

r2

AZ

(3.3)

where G is the temperature lapse rate. By comparison with
the axisymmetric numerical model data of KW( Figure 3 ),
it was discoveredthat this relationship doesindeed hold true
for a given precipitation mixing ratio. As the mixing ratio
increases,greater downdraft velocities are achieved,but the
linear dependenceof vertical velocity on lapse rate doesnot
vary much. The mixing ratio dependenceof the temperature
buoyancy representsone part of the vertical accelerationdue

dence of the vertical velocity on precipitation size distribution and phase will be contained in this choice.
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The third and final term on the right hand side of
Eq. (3.1) is proportional to the vertical gradient of the perturbation pressure. For this thunderstorm downdraft application, the pressureperturbation of interest is created largely by the descending downdraft itself, and it generally
opposesthe downward motion. If all other forcing remains
equal, the downdraft velocity will vary inversely with the
downdraft radius at large radii, becauseof the induced pressure perturbation (P89,KW). But the sameinduced pressure
perturbation sets up the horizontal pressure gradient that
ultimately drives the divergent surface outflow as the downdraft reachesthe ground; the pressureis thus the connection
betweenthe downdraft and outflow. Basedon the continuity
of mass’and on dimensional grounds, it can be seen that:

1

-30r

Ib
wsf

fwf

(K/KU)

Figure 3 . Plot of the vertical velocity (iv) vs the environmental
lapse rate (r) from-the numerical simulations by Krueger and Wakimoto (1985). for liouid water mixing ratios IL) of 2, 4, and 8 gIKg
(dashed lines). The-solid lines represent the best fit for each m&ing
ratio using the mean of the slopes derived from the least squares linear fit for each mixing ratio curve individually: we = -4. I75 r t
24.19; W4 = -4.175 I? t 20.99; Wa= -4.175 r t 17.14.

to total water concentration, and can be representedby an
undetermined function of the mixing ratio:
w2 - [ r2 t f(L)

1 AZ

.

Note that L is usedto representthe total mixing ratio instead
of ( 1 + i ) as in Eq. (3.1) becauseno account is taken of
the phaseof the water masspresent. The temperature buoy
ancy effects from the total water content can be quantitatively incorporated in the precipitation loading term.
The secondterm on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1)
is the contribution of precipitation loading to the vertical acceleration. The form of that term, combined with the simplifying approximation of Eq. (3.2), givesthe following dependence of the vertical velocity on the precipitation content:
w2-

L

AZ .

Comparison with numerical model results of KW and DB
showedthat if L was interpreted as the peak value of a Gaussian distributed precipitation region, then the vertical velocity also depended equally strongly on the vertical depth
(Gaussian half amplitude width in the vertical) of that precipitation region. Representingthis depth as D, the velocity
dependencecan be expressed as:
w2 -

L D

width
height

--

u
W

--

1
A

where u is the outflow velocity from a cylindrical downdraft
reaching the ground, and A is the aspect ratio of the downdraft defined as the ratio of its height to width. The third
term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) will be neglected,
and the pressureeffects will be incorporated in a prediction
equation for the ratio u/w.
The predicted outflow speedwill depend not only on
the vertical velocity and the aspect ratio of the downdraft,
but on the temperature of the downdraft (outflow) air as
well. Fawbush and Miller (1954) modelled this dependence
of horizontal wind speedwith a cubic equation in temperature based on observations, but P89 recently found that a
linear relationship was roughly as accurate. However, there
are no theoretically obvious reasons for either the cubic or
linear relationships. One theoretical guideline that could be
used is the well known equation for the speedof the leading
edge of a density current that is thin relative to the depth
of the fluid in which it is propagating (e.g., Simpson 1987):
v =

2gh$-

where Vis the gravity current speed,Ap is the density differenceacrossthe front, p is the density of the less densefluid,
and h is the depth of the density current. The horizontal flow
behind the leading edgeis often faster than, but directly proportional to the speed of the front, so the dependenceon
density difference should be the same.Since the magnitude
of the fractional potential temperature difference acrossthe
front is proportional to that of the fractional density difference, Eq. (3.3) would imply the outflow speed was related
linearly to the lapse rate:

AZ
u-r
W

The parametersL and D will ultimately be estimated
from radar reflectivity which dependsstrongly on the precip
itation drop size distribution present in the storm. Many
equations relating reflectivity to water content that account
for these different distributions have been derived. The
choice of equation will depend on the type of convection
present (perhapsthe peak reflectivity observed),the climatic
region, the seasonof the year, etc. All of the known depen42

Comparison with numerical modelling results showedthere
was indeed a dependenceof the outflow speedon the lapse
rate that could be modelled as linear, but not enough data
were available to determine if the dependencewas of higher
order or not. Thus a linear dependencebetweenthe outflow
speedand the lapse rate was assumed,and the best fit coefficients were derived.

3.2.

Prediction Equations

In the preceding section, the dependenceof vertical
velocity on the radius and depth of the precipitation core,
the precipitation mixing ratio, the environmental temperature lapse rate, and the height of the transition level was
inferred by simple physical arguments. These results were
confirmed through comparison with results from the published axisymmetric numerical modelling studies of P89,
KW, and DB. These quantitative results were combined to
yield:

I

W2= [,.3?+9.75LD-4801%

(3.4)

where W is the maximum downdraft velocity in m/s, P is
the mean temperature lapse rate from the surface to the
freezing level in K/km, L is the precipitation mixing ratio
in g/Kg, D is the depth of the precipitation core in km, and
Tr is the transition level of the sounding in km. If evaluating
the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) produces a
negative number, W should be interpreted as negligibly
small.
The dependenceof the ratio of the maximum outflow
speeds (U) to the maximum downdraft speeds (w) was
found to depend strongly only on the aspectratio (A) of the
precipitation core (i.e. ratio of vertical to horizontal extent),
with a weak dependenceon the environmental lapse rate.
These results were combined into a predictive equation for
the ratio U/W which, when combined with Eq. (3.4), provides a predictive equation for U alone:
I
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(3.5)

where all of the variables have been defined above. If the
predicted value of U/W is less than 1.0, the value should be
set equal to 1.0. For example, when the lapse rate is dry
adiabatic, VIW = 1 for aspect ratios 2 2.75.
In applying Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), a three dimensional
radar reflectivity field would be searchedfor storm “cells”,
significant maxima in the field, to locate the sites of potential strong downdrafts. A bi-Gaussian distribution would
then be fit to these regions, after they had been converted
from reflectivity to water mixing ratio. The peak value of
the Gaussian mixing ratio distribution would be used for L,
the depth at half maximum for D, and the ratio of D to the
width at half maximum would be used for A. Becauseinformation on the downdraft width is available through application of this model, the surface divergence as well as the
downdraft and outflow speedscan be predicted. Indicators
of aircraft performance loss that depend not only on the differential velocity, but on the horizontal divergence and the
vertical velocity as well, can readily be calculated (e.g., Ffactor index, Frost and Bowles 1984; see Figure 2 ).
3.3.

observed. Enough data were also presented for predictions
on two other storms, July 13 and July 16, 1986 Wakimoto
and Bringi (1988) noted that the soundingson thesetwo days
were similar to the July 20 sounding, but that these storms
r&ulted in only “weak” and “moderate” outflows, respectively.
To estimatethe parametersneededfor the prediction
equations, the reflectivity values were first converted to liquid water content using an equation derived by Burrows and
Osborne (1986) for the volume concentration of water, and
normalized by the ambient density. A Gaussian shape was
subjectively fitted to the resulting distribution to give the liquid water content at the peak (L), the core depth (D; the
Gaussianwidth at half amplitude), and the core aspectratio
(A). By fitting a bi-Gaussian distribution to the liquid water
content field, the data characteristics match as closely as
possible the water content fields used to,initiate the numerical models from which the equations were derived. The other required parameters were derived from the published
soundings.
The model estimatesfor these three high reflectivity
cases are compared with the actual data in Table 2 . The
simple model given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) has ‘correctly
ranked these quite different storms occurring in similar environments, according to their outflow strength. This suggests
that thunderstorm downdraft and outflow strength might be
predicted quite adequately with standard radar reflectivity
data and a proximity sounding. Because radar reflectivity
increases when frozen condensate melts, part of the increasedacceleration from the thermodynamic effects of ice
is incorporated even in this simple model.
Wakimoto et al. (1989) studied a low reflectivity
storm that occurred in the Denver area on July 9, 1987 with
multiple Doppler radars and photogrammetric analyses.The
model estimates for this case are also given in Table 2 . In
Application of predictive model to 4 storm cases. The
Table 2 .
variables given are identified in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). The asterisks
indicate outflow values estimated from single Doppler radar data;
the vertical velocities for those cases were not estimated. The other
data were derived from multiple Doppler analyses.
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-1
(Strong)

-1
(Weak)

A

D

dBZ

L

1.8

2
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A
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U
I
2.2 7,2
16.8 16.8
I
actual: 13 17

dBZ

L
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2

7.0

W

U

4

4

14

14

I

(Moderate) 1.0

2

60

34

1.2

7.0

actual: 7

Application of haode

Recent papers by Wakimoto and Bringi (1988) and
Kingsmill et al. (1989) gave enough data on a “strong” airmass thunderstorm that occurred near Huntsville, AL, on
July 20, 1986to estimate the parametersneededfor predicting the downdraft and outflow velocities via Eqs. (3.4) and
(3.5), and to comparethe predictions with what was actually
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L

:Low dBZ)

1.0

2

25

0.2
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4
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r

1 W
U
I
9.4
14.3. 21.5
actual:

13.4 > 1s

contrast to the previous high reflectivity cases,this casehad
only 25 dBZ or 0.2 g/Kg peak water content in the core.,Thus
the secondterm on the right hand side of Eq. (3.4) is essentially negligible in this case. Again. in contrast to the first
three cases,the first ‘termon the right hand side of Eq. (3.4)
is very large in this casebecauseof the nearly dry adiabatic
lapse rate between the surface and the freezing level. The
result is a downdraft and outflow strength comparable to
the “strong” high reflectivity storm of July 20, 1986.
3.4.

airport on 26 June 1985. Observersnoted extremely heavy
precipitation during this storm. Taking as time T the time
shown in Figure 5 (a), the evolution of the outflow at five
times from T+1.5 min to T+5.6 min is shown in
Figure 5 (b). The high reflectivity (45-55 dBZ) main storm

0a

Summary

The ability of the model given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)
to correctfy rank, and fairly closely estimate, the eventual
downdraft and outflow velocities in thesefour quite different
casesadds confidence to the assertion that it approximately
captures the essential physics of accelerating downdrafts
and outflows. By developing a physically based predictive
system, there is hope that the system can remain reliable
as the storms it has to detect changefrom the very dry virga
shafts typical of the Denver area to the very wet thunderstorms in the humid southeasternpart of the country. This
model showsthat the radar reflectivity of a storm alone cannot be used as a hazard index; information about the static
stability of the lower atmosphere is also essential.
LEADING VQRTRX RING, IN AXISYMMEIYUC
ouTFLows
The most important low altitude downdrafts in thunderstorm outflows, apart from the central precipitation driven downdraft, are those associatedwith the “vortex” that
develops at the leading edge of the dense outflow, the gust
front. As mentioned previously, in all three of the fatal microburst aircraft accidents, a gust front from an older thunderstorm outflow was present when the thunderstorm outflow implicated in the accident occurred.
While every gust front has a horizontal vortex circulation associatedwith the “head” ( Figure 4 ), the circulation
4.
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Figure 4 . Schematic representation of an atmospheric density current. Taken from Goff (1976).

is much more pronounced relative to the depth of the outflow in an axisymmetric outflow than in a unidirectional
flow. Strong surface winds and strong downdrafts at low altitudeswill be associatedwith this leading vortex region, as
will extreme turbulence. It is thus a very important part of
the microburst problem, and needsto be understood. In this
section, I focus on explaining the leading vortex ring struc_-ture ,of gust fronts from axisymmetric outflows.
4.1. Observations
Figure 5 shows the surface reflectivity of a strong,
isolated microburst observedwith the FAA-Lincoln Laboratory Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) testbed
(Evans and Turnbull 1989) near the Memphis International
44

- .- .RANGE FROM FL-2 (KM)
Figure 5 . (3 TDWR testbed radar 0.5O elevation scan at time T,
1836:29 GMT, on 26 June 1985. Data were collected near Memphis,
TN. Reflectivity is contoured at 20, 30, 40, and 50 dBZ [selected
contours.are Iabelled with boxed numerals). (b) Vertical cross-sections along azimuth 334’ [shown in (a)], at five sequential times.
Reflectivity is contoured every 5 dBZ from 10 dBZ.

downdraft is located at a range of approximately 8 km from
the TDWR testbed radar in these cross-sections.The strongest outflow winds are located approximately 100m agl. The
cross-sections clearly show the development of a horizontal
vortex or “rotor” associatedwith the leading gust front as
. f ~-theoutflow spreadsaway from the storm center. This vortex
eventually detachesand movesaway from the main outflow.
4.2.

-

Physical Explanation of Leadine: Rine: Formation

This processof formation of an intense leading “vortex ring” in an axisymmetric gravitational flow has been
qualitatively explained as a result of radial expansion of the
circumference, and thus the head wave vortex axis, of the
dense outflow (Fujita 1984; see Figure 6 ). The argument

(c*),+

= 0

ll,t ($ t c*), = 0
where c = J(g’d) is the long internal wave speed (g’ is the
reduced gravity, and d is the depth of the gravity current),
t is the time from initial fluid release,Tis the radial distance
from the source center, u is the radial velocity, and the subscripts denotepartial differentiation with respectto that variable. Thesetwo equationstogether form a hyperbolic system
with a pair of characteristic lines given locally by:.,
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SCHEMATIC STAGES OF THE
ANDREWS AFB MICROBURST
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r

(4.1)

dt

.

along which the corresponding characteristic equations are:
duzt
MlCROBURST

.I

s

rlgure
6 . Depiction of the four stages in the Andrews Air Force
Base microburst by Fujita (1984).

2dc =Ff

dt

(4.2)

The “t” (upper) and “-‘I (lower) families of characteristics
represent the nonlinear, internal gravity waves that propagate upstream and downstream,respectively, at phasespeed
c relative to the outflow, and at absolute wave speed u rt
c relative to fixed coordinates. The equations corresponding
to Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) for parallel flow are identical except
for the term on the right hand side of (4.2), which represents
the effects of radial expansion on the flow.
The results of a sample calculation with no entrainment are shown in Figure 7 . The scaled interface depth of

offered is that, “becausethe fluid volume in a vortex is (approximately) conserved, its cross-sectional area must decrease.Conservation of angular momentum about the center
line of the vortex then implies that the vorticity increases.”
(Linden and Simpson 1985). This qualitative model for the
leading vortex in denseaxisymmetric outflows has been inconsistently formulated without the benefit of complete observations. It is essentially incorrect; the volume of the leading vortex is not conservedbut steadily increaseswith time.
The correct model for understanding the formation
of a leading vortex ring in dense,axisymmetric outflows has
been described by Garvine (1984). Garvine modelled the
caseof a radially spreading surfacebuoyant flow with a continuous source to help explain the observed characteristics
of river plumes, created where fresh water empties into
coastal seawater.A thin layer of buoyant water spreadsradially under the force of gravity, with a sharp frontal boundary at the leading edge.
The main body of the plume is modelled using the
inviscid nonlinear shallow water equations, and the frontal
boundary is represented by a jump condition. The Boussinesq approximation is made, and wind stress, mixing, and
the Coriolis acceleration are all neglected. The difference
in density between the buoyant fluid and the surrounding
fluid is constant, so the radial pressuregradient and the fluid
velocity are vertically uniform. With these approximations,
the governing equations of mass continuity and radial momentum for the main plume body are:
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Figure 7 , Isometric projection of scaled interface depth (0) as a
function of scaled range (R) and time (T). Taken from Garvine
(1984).

the modelled river plume is shown,but this can also be interpreted as the interface height of a cold thunderstorm outflow. The most prominent feature of the flow is the clear
emergenceof a ridge, at first indistinct, but later quite distinct with a sharp dip (dubbed the “trailing front”, in contrast to the (‘leading front”). This trailing front became so
steep that Garvine treated it numerically as a second front
with its own jump conditions. The width of the ridge or ring
feature increaseswith time, and the interface height within
the ring is about 20% greater at the leading front than at
the trailing front.

As the fluid expandsradially, the fluid at the leading
edge of the current begins to accelerateoutward. However,
the acceleration of the fluid just behind the front is limited
by the front itself, and these disturbances will propagate
back away from the front. The first waves to be reflected
off the leading front (minus family) have low initial wave
speed (u - c), since c is relatively high in the deeper flow
near the front. They are later overtaken by reflected waves
from further upstream in the ring, nearer the steadyspreading regime. This overtaking is in the form of wave coalescence,a necessarycondition for the formation of an interior
front. The reflected wavescontinue to accumulatewithin the
ring at the trailing front; causingthe trailing edgeof the ring
to deepen.
The volume of the ring feature, proportional to the
product of the mean radius and the ring width and depth,
continually increaseswith time as a result of inflow into the
ring through the trailing front. In the caseof no entrainment,
it had increasedby a factor of 6 by the time the leading front
had reached a distance of about 10 times the source radius.
With entrainment, the results are qualitatively the same,but
the increase in volume is not as marked because fluid in
lost at both fronts. This basically refutes the argument that
the frontal ring in axisymmetric outflows is a vortex tube
that undergoes stretching as the flow expands.
In a parallel, two dimensional flow released from a
line source, both plus and minus families of characteristics
would be straight lines, corresponding to internal waves of
zeroamplitude. All properties of the flow except for the position of the front would be uniform in time and space. No
changes in the flow state would occur, and to an observer
moving with the flow at the frontal speed, the flow would
appear steady. Neither the trailing front nor the radial ring
would form.
4.3.

Summary

The gust front at the leading edgeof the cold outflow
from a small, axisymmetric thunderstorm ( e.g., Figure 5 )
is fundamentally different from,its more straight line counterpart, either from a very large circular storm or a line
storm ( e.g., Figure 4 ). The rapid build up of fluid at the
gust front edge only occurs in small, axisymmetric outflows
where the radial expansion of the flow is large. This fluid
in the leading “vortex” ring is extremely turbulent, and contains violent updrafts and downdrafts; it represents a very
significant part of the microburst hazard. Moreover, the
fluid ring is quite stable and can persist long after the primary divergent outflow has dissipated. The idealized outflow
from a small isolated cell with no leading vortex front
(Figure 1 ) essentially never occurs.
5.

FATAL MICROBURST

AIRCRAFT

ACCIDENTS

In the preceding two sections, I have discussed the
important hazardous low altitude downdrafts in thunderstorm outflows: 1) the precipitation driven downdraft, coincident with the reflectivity core, and 2) the downdrafts associated with the gust front at the leading edge of the outflow.
I suggest that both of these types of downdrafts were involved in each of the fatal U.S. microburst aircraft accidents: JFK 1975, New Orleans 1982, and DFW 1985.
The most recent of these accidents was the crash of
Delta Flight 191 at DallasiFt. Worth airport on August 2,
1985. There was a digital flight data recorder on board the
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aircraft, so it was possible to recover unambiguously the
three dimensional wind field through which the aircraft flew
(Wingrove and Bach 1987). I will focus attention on the
DFW accident since the data are far less ambiguous than
those available from the other two accidents.
5.1. Hvpothesized Scenarios for DFW Accident
Severalconceptualmodels and hypotheseshave been
offered to explain the meteorological events giving rise to
the measured winds, especially the short wavelength “vortices” or rapid oscillations in wind componentsand temperature encountered during the last 20 s of the flight. These
conceptualmodels all include a recently developedthunderstorm outflow with a radius of 2 km, at the following locations relative to the north end of runway 17L:
0.15 km west 3.5 km north
0.5 km west 3.6 km north
0.6 km east 3.5 km north

Fujita (1986)
Caracena et al. (1986)
Proctor (1988)

Hypotheses for the vortices include:
Fuiita (19861: Three concentric downdraft outflows;
Caracena (19871: Old vortices formed around downdraft
and injected into outflow; d_e
L,in n an
-1
: Finite amplitude KelvinHelmholtz billows; Wolfson (1990): Cylindrical solitary
waves.
Thesehypothesesare all quite plausible mechanisms
for creating.vortices under some circumstances. The question is, can they really account for the observedwind shear
pattern encounteredby Delta 191 at DFW? One way to test
these hypothesesis to try to simulate the suggestedscenario
with numerical models.
With the help of Drs. John Anderson and Jerry Straka
at the University of Wisconsin, an axisymmetric numerical
experiment was performed with Andehon’s (1990) model
to test Fujita’s “three concentric downdrafts” hypothesis for
the DFW vortices. We modelled this as a single pulsating
cylindrical downdraft. The horizontal and vertical grid resolution was 75 m, the time step 0.5 s, the domain 300 grid
points wide by 100 high, and the eddy diffusion coefficient
40 m2/s. The environmental lapse rate was dry adiabatic
(300 K) up to 5 km agl, and stable above (4 K/km). The
cooling source was Gaussian in shape, with a radius of 1.5
km, and a depth of 4 km, centered 3.75 km above the surface. The cooling function for each experiment is shown in
Figure 8 (a). A 6 min pulsing frequency was chosen because it was the shortest period for which distinct features
remained resolvable in the outflow and becauserainfaIl data
frequently show surges with approximately this time scale.
The first two cycles of the pulsing experiment (12
min) essentially created the surface outflow. -The cold air
pulse created by the cooling cycle that peaked at 13.5 min
can be followed as it falls into the pre-existing outflow and
movestoward the front Figure 8 (b)1. By 20 min, a distinct
subfrontal feature has formed, and it is clear from the time
evolution that it propagatesrelative to the surrounding current toward the front. By 22 min into the simulation, another
sharpening pulse of cold air from the cooling maximum at
19.5 min can be seenbeginning to move out into the current.
Each pulse has a horizontal circulation associatedwith it
that is fessintense than, but in the samesenseas the circulation associatedwith the gravity current front. By 26 min,

*’
h

three distinct subfrontal features are indeed present in the
outflow, but they are spacedat roughly 2 km intervals, and
the nearest of them is roughly 4 km away from the downdraft. In the DFW observations, the vortices were next to
the downdraft with a spacing of at most 0.5 km. Thus it appears that Fujita’s hypothesis is untenable.
Wolfson (1990) has investigatedthe other hypotheses
put forth to explain the observedvortices in the DPW data,
and found none of them to be correct. Proctor (1988)
showed that his numerical model of a single microburst
thunderstorm could simulate some of the features in the
DPW data, but it exhibited nothing resembling the rapid oscillations in the vertical velocity and temperature thought
to be due to the “vortices”. What, then, did causethe wind
pattern encountered by Delta 191?
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20 mfn

I suggest that Delta 191 actuahy encountered two
thunderstorm outflows during the last 90 s of its flight. One
storm was located 1 km west and 3.4 km north of runway
17L, and had a 2 km radius. The second storm was 6 min
older, and was located 7.2 km north and 2.1 km east of the
runway, and had a 4.75 km radius to the leading edge updraft. The embedded vortices encountered by Delta 191
were essentially an old gust front or “rotor” from this storm
to the northeast. The hypothesized scenario is shown in
Figure 9 .
To prove that this could indeed be the resolution of
the “vortices” mystery, a numerical simulation was again
performed with the help of Straka and Anderson. A neutral
boundary layer axisymmetric model simulation was usedfor
the older, distant storm (11 min simulation), and the same
model with a 300 m deep stable layer, 4 K colder than the
environment, was used to simulate the newer, closer storm
(5 min simulation; see Figure 9 ). Otherwise, both models
were identical with the following characteristics. The horizontal and vertical grid resolution was chosen to be 20 m.
The time step was 0.1 s, the domain was 500 grid points
wide by 350 high, and the eddy diffusion coefficient was
40 m2/s.The environmental lapse rate of potential temperature was based on the profile of potential temperature measured by Delta 191. The cooling source was Gaussian in
shape, with a radius of 1.0 km, and a depth of 4 km, centered at 3.5 km agl. The cooling rate was chosenso that the
downdraft would be approximately 11 K colder than the neutral layer at the surface.
As can be seen in Figure 10 , the distant storm provides the oscillations in vertical velocity and temperature,
and a sizable downdraft and increasein tailwind. The closer,
younger storm provides the strong downdraft and tailwind,
plus the crosswind blowing from west to east. The plotted
datasetfrom Delta 191 ends at the last wind measurements,
but the temperature was available for a short time afterward;
it does increasejust after 300 s in rough agreementwith the
numerical simulations.
Admittedly, not every wiggle is simulated through
thesetwo axisymmetric storm models at thesetimes in these
locations. However, a certain spatial compressionand skewing of the wind features would be expected to result from
the interaction of the two outflows. This comparison shows
that the vortices encounteredby Delta 191 were part of the
actual wind pattern inside the gust front from an axisymmetric thunderstorm, In these early stagesof thunderstorm out-

21 min

MlI

A New Hvoothesis

22 min

23 min

24 min

25 min

26 min

Figure 8 . (a) The shape of the cooling function forpulsatingflow
rate experiment. Base cooling rate was -0.05 “C/s. (b) Flow resulting
from pulsed forcing is shown eviry min from 20 to 27 min into the
simulation. Potential temperature is contoured every I “C; coldest
contour is -7°C at 23 and 24 min. Domain shown is 12 km wide and
3 km high.
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flow, the gust front portion of an outflow is at least as hazardous as the more laminar central downdraft.
The Stephenville radar 140 km away showed the
DFW “cell” to have achieved VIP level 3 at least by 2256
* ‘GMT. By the time the accident occurred at 2305-2306, VIP
level 4 was observed.I suggestboth downdrafts encountered
by Delta 191 came from this same radar cell; perhaps at
higher resolution the individual cell componentscould have
been identified. The sameradar “cell” (different downdraft
within) produced 35 m/s winds over the airport 20 min after
the crash, indicating that it was indeed a multicell storm.
The NSSL lightning detector observed a lightning strike
about 15 min before the accident north-northeast of DFW.
At this sametime, observersalso reported a cumulonimbus
cloud north-northeast of the airport. Caracenaet al. (1986)
suggestthat the outflow from a cell 20 km north-northeast
of the airport contributed to the forcing for the DFW cell.
This storm formed 20-30 min before the accident, and was
visible on the Stephenville.radar display. I think another,
closer storm must have formed because of the observed
strength of the vortices (gust front) and the cold temperature
of the air. However, the evidence of older storms to the
northeast clearly confirms the preferential development of
new convection towards the southwest,triggered by old outflows.

Observationsof the onboard weather radar of another flight airborne at the time of the crash indicated a “solid
red contour (the highest contoured reflectivity) with no visible reflectivity gradients on a plan view scan.He notes having seen a green hook shaped echo (the lowest contoured
reflectivity) protruding from a microburst cell over DFW airport secondsbefore another crew member sighted the fireball produced by Delta 191.” (Caracenaet al. 1986). This
green thin line echo is the signature of a gust front, but it
could not be the gust front from the new cell that Delta 191
encountered for two reasons. First, the gust front (leading
vortex ring) would not have separatedfrom that storm for
another 2 min at least (refer to wind pattern of “new storm”
in Figure 9 ), and second, even if the gust front had separated it would have been concentric with the cell, not “protruding”. Yet this protruding gust front separated from its
parent storm is exactly what would have been seenif something like the scenario in Figure 9 is correct. This provides
additional support to the argument that Delta 191 encountered two outflows during its last 90 s of flight.
5 3 ; th
aal .
’ ’
The next most recent microburst aircraft accident
was the crash of Pan American Flight 759 at New Orleans
International airport on July 9, 1982. Not nearly as much
information is available on this crash; unambiguous recon-
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struction of the wind field was not possible. However, from
Fujita’s (1983) analysis, it is fairly definite that a newly
formed thunderstorm downdraft and outflow occurred almost directly over the runway. It also appearsthat this downdraft landed just behind a gust front that had recently
crossedthe airport. The significance of encountering an old
gust front just when the aircraft was emerging from the new
downdraft is not known, but by analogy with the DFW case,
this could well have contributed to the overall hazard.
Finally, we can reexamine the very first accident ever
attributed to microburst wind shear, the crash of Eastern
Flight 66 at JFK airport in New York on June 24, 1975.This
wasthe accident that led to the developmentof the new burst
terminology. Was this new downburst (later redefined as a
microburst) anything other that a thunderstorm downdraft?
I suggestthat the presence of the sea breeze front made a
fundamental difference on the evolution of the outflow pushing southward and eastward from scattered thunderstorms
over the land. The winds from the seabreeze, perhaps augmented by the environmental winds, opposedthe southward
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advancementof the thunderstorm air. Along this boundary
an arc cloud developedthat was visible in the satellite imagery (Fujita 1976); this indicated convergenceand an updraft
strong enough to raise surface air to the condensationIeveI.
As in the other two microburst accidents, the thunderstorm
downdraft landed just behind a gust front. In this case, the
increased flow from. two preceding downdrafts, in almost
the same place as the third, accident-causing downdraft,
added to the circulation about the leading edge of the outflow and probably enhanced the wind shear.
5.4.

Summary

The hazardous low altitude wind shear even& that
have causedthe fatal aircraft accidents attributed to microbursts were. apparently the combination of a precipitation
driven downdraft from a thunderstorm landing within the
outflow of another thunderstorm, very near or esse’ntially
on top of the leading gust front. The “fresher” that gust
front, the greater the aircraft hazard. In an isolated storm,
the gust front has moved far enough from the main storm

downdraft by the time it has built into a strong horizontal
vortex to physically separatethe two hazardousregions. The
most dangerous combination appears to include a strong
downdraft about 2 min after reaching the surface, landing
on top of the leading vortex of a circular gust front formed
no more than abqut 10 min previously. In this way, the turbulent hazard of the gust front is brought into the samearea
as the performance decreasing downdraft and divergent
wind shear of the precipitation driven thunderstorm downdraft.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary conclusion of this work is that the fatal
aircraft accidents attributed to microbursts, including the
first accident for which the microburst terminology was developed, all involved the combinationof a precipitation driven downdraft and the narrow, low altitude downdraft and
turbulent region associatedwith a gust front.
The first part of predicting microbursts, then, is predicting the strength of the precipitation driven thunderstorm
downdraft. The second,previously unrecognizedpart of predicting microbursts involves tracking the gust fronts from
older thunderstorm outflows. These often initiate new convection, so the possibility of a new downdraft forming along
a gust front is not unlikely. The presence of a relatively
fresh, turbulent gust front appears to greatly increase the
aviation hazard of flying through a newly formed thunderstorm outflow.
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